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Circulation List

Has this month’s Care Talk 

been read by all your staff? 

Use our list to be sure!

■  Chief Executive

■  Managing Director

■  Registered Manager

■  Supervisor

■  Care Staff

■  Ancillary Staff

■  Service Users

■  Families

Welcome to the June issue of Care Talk which focuses on 
Leading through a crisis.

To navigate through any emergency, you need a resolute and responsive workforce. 

Throughout the Covid-19 crisis we have seen many brilliant examples of this, including 

the staff team at Community Integrated Care. In his article, (page 14), their CEO, Mark 

Adams, talks about how through early and comprehensive action, their dedicated team 

of senior leaders successfully Lead a united workforce through the challenges of the 

pandemic.

According to Jane Ashcroft, CEO at Anchor Hanover, A people first approach to 

leadership is integral to achieving the very best outcomes for both residents and the 

organisation alike, (page 8). Here Jane describes how and why, significant investment 

was crucial in understanding personal drivers for colleagues during the Covid crisis 

and beyond.

A people first approach is something that is echoed by Professor Martin Green, CEO at 

Care England. In this issue Martin looks at how the Covid-19 crisis has shone a spotlight 

on the amazing commitment and skills of the social care workforce, and why, as we 

come out of Covid, we must enter A new era for training and development, (page 6).

Leadership comes in all forms and this has never been more apparent than during the 

pandemic.  For an uplifting read I would urge you to visit our Real Lives features, (pages 

34 to 40), where we highlight some more incredible Social Care Covid Heroes, who are 

shining examples of leading from the frontline during a crisis.

Finally, we are excited and honoured to announce our partnership with Purple Tuesday, 

a charity which supports organisations of all sizes and across all sectors to improve 

the disabled customer experience.  In his introductory piece  for Care Talk, Creator and 

co-ordinator, Mike Adams OBE, explains how this initiative aims to Turn Social Care 

Purple, through improving the experience of those with disabilities and 

raising the profile of the disabled workforce, (page 23). We look forward

 to sharing more on this over the coming months.

Do keep your news, views and good news stories coming in.

Enjoy this issue,
Lisa

This month we’re talking...
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Professor 
Martin Green OBE
Chief Executive, Care England 

“An integrated
approach to training

enables people to move 
seamlessly between

health and social care.” 



I N  M Y  O P I N I O N

There has been much speculation that we 
will see social care mentioned in the Queen’s 
Speech and we will finally, after 24 years of 
waiting see some progress towards social 
care reform. Inevitably, much of this debate 
is focused on the funding of social care but 
there are many other issues that need to be 
addressed if we are going to have a system 
that is fit for purpose in the 21st-century.   

One thing that was certain during this dreadful 
pandemic was the amazing commitment and skills of 
the social care workforce. We have always known that 
they are amazing professional people, but the system 
has never really acknowledged this and certainly has 
not created a proper career escalator which will see 
social care staff remunerated and trained in a way that 
respects their professionalism.

The Chair of the Health Select Committee, Jeremy 
Hunt, has called for a 10-year workforce strategy and 
I think this must be a vital component of any social 
care reform. I am also mindful that there is a constant 
debate about integration, though this never seems to 
extend to an integrated approach to workforce skills, 
competencies training and remuneration. The people 
who are supported in social care have many complex 
needs and sometimes the support that is needed is 
more complex than that which is offered in the NHS, yet 
the NHS has a really clear workforce strategy and also 
significant amounts of government money to underpin 
it. If we are going to move towards true integration, we 
need to ensure that there is an integrated approach to 
training and development that will enable people to 
move seamlessly between health and social care. 

What is seldom understood is how incredibly good the 
career prospects are in social care and in the recent 
advert the Department of Health and Social Care put 
out to encourage the recruitment of new staff there 
was little attention paid to the career progression 
within social care and I hope the next set of adverts will 
acknowledge this. 
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@ProfMartinGreen   @CareEngland

“There was little attention paid to
the career progression in the

DHS recruitment advert.”

What I would like to see is a very clear workforce strategy 
that identifies core skills and competencies and career 
escalators and we are really in need of some clearly 
portable qualifications so that as people move between 
different employers, there is a recognition of the training 
they have received and the level of competency they 
have achieved.

The Covid-19 pandemic will change the UK economy 
and many jobs that used to exist before the pandemic 
will no longer be available. This will be particularly 
true in areas such as retail and hospitality and many 
of the skills which that workforce possess are easily 
transferable into the care sector. If people have the 
right values and some good interpersonal skills we can 
certainly train and develop them to have long-standing 
careers in social care. Social care is one of the few 
areas where we can justifiably say that you will have a 
career for life if you want one. Demographic change and 
advances in medical science have meant there are more 
people who need long-term care, and this will mean that 
there is always a need for social care staff. 

I sincerely hope that when we see the details of the 
social care reform package, there is a clear commitment 
to a workforce strategy that will acknowledge the skills 
and professionalism of our dedicated workforce and 
never again will we see social care staff being treated as 
if they are doing a job because in truth, they are involved 
in a very skilled professional role. 

Some years ago, there was talk of social care staff 
being registered, and I am a supporter of this initiative. 
However, it has to be a real approach to registration, 
not just a tick in the box. I believe that all the issues 
around training and competency frameworks, portable 
qualifications, and above all, salary levels have got to 
be sorted out before we get to registration. Registration 
will make social care staff in the same category as some 
of the Allied professions to medicine and nursing, and 
if we are going to be in that category and have that 
accountability trail, we should also have the requisite 
level of pay.

I’m keeping my fingers crossed that we will see 
social care reform and finally, after over 24 years of 
prevarication by five different prime minister’s, it will be 
this one that gives social care its 1948 moment and puts 
it on the road to being an integral part of our national 
infrastructure. 

A new era for
training and development
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A people first
approach to leadership

recognise the value of care sector careers and turn the 
narrative around to ensure recognition is there for all, 
delivering greater professional progression and further 
establishing a more diverse and varied workforce.

At Anchor Hanover we have a reverse mentoring 
scheme, a leadership programme for Black, Asian, 
and ethnically diverse colleagues, where participants 
partner with senior managers to foster deeper 
understanding of experiences and challenges faced by 
people from ethnically diverse communities. I have been 
fortunate in being mentored by some truly inspirational 
colleagues. I now currently have a mentor from our 
disability network. It is important to me to always learn 
about colleagues and our residents. As we start to look 
ahead to a post-pandemic world, I am spending time 
reflecting on the lessons learnt over the past 12 months 
and a salient aspect for me is the value that has been 
placed on the people working in our sector.  

I am fully focused on getting the best out of people by 
understanding how they tick and over time I have found 
this approach generates the greatest outcomes. Our 
residents and their families praise our people not the 
amenities. Our colleagues are our greatest asset and 
make the biggest difference to the lives of our residents 
that is why we continue to adapt and invest in their 
futures with us. it is important to listen to, trust in, and 
learn from, the people that surround you.

As Chief Executive of England’s largest not-
for-profit provider of specialist housing 
and care for people in later life, leading over 
9,000 colleagues, people are at the heart of 
our organisation. They are at the forefront of 
care and solutions for our residents and are 
integral to our success.

We have invested exponentially in understanding 
personal drivers for colleagues and have evolved its 
people first approach during the pandemic based on 
these insights. 

At the outset of the pandemic, we made a commitment 
at Anchor Hanover to significantly invest in supporting 
colleagues. Following government advice regarding 
social distancing and protecting older people and 
those at higher risk from the virus, the organisation 
proactively moved to protect colleagues that fell into 
these categories from financial hardship by using the 
furlough scheme. The organisation also launched a 
hardship scheme providing interest-free loans of up to 
£1,000 for colleagues and also offered enhanced sick 
pay (£250 a week pro rata i.e. in proportion to their 
contractual hours) to those who would normally only 
receive statutory sick pay. 

With a predominantly female workforce (83%), we 
have also invested in a series of new initiatives to 
support women of all ages in the workplace beyond 
the pandemic. These include the provision of additional 
support and awareness raising among all colleagues of 
the impact menopause may have at work through to 
fertility struggles.

The pandemic has been transformative and our flexible 
working policy which was available for colleagues to 
access pre-Covid, has accelerated implementation 
across pockets of the business that were slow to take 
it up originally, delivering enhanced opportunities for a 
much more diverse talent pool. 

Colleagues across the organisation have worked 
tirelessly to ensure residents continue to receive 
the highest levels of care throughout the pandemic, 
displaying excellent leadership qualities and it is right 
we continue to invest in them.  One key aspiration in 
a post pandemic environment, is that we, as a society, 

“We have a reverse mentoring
scheme where participants

partner with senior managers.”

“We have invested exponentially
in understanding personal drivers

for colleagues.”

“Our residents and their
families praise our people not

the amenities.”
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Jane Ashcroft CBE
Chief Executive
Anchor Hanover
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Lessons learnt from 
leading through a crisis

adaptation in order to maintain a high-quality 
induction for new staff and virtual training 
for existing staff, while minimising contact as 
requested by the government.  

Leading and supporting her team through a 
national crisis has been a learning curve for 
Aghileh, and she feels that the experience has 
cemented her leadership skills.

Discussing how to support a team through 
a crisis she says: “Having empathy is the key. 

Understanding people, it is a skill, it’s been overlooked. 
It’s not just a characteristic, it’s not just a personality 
trait, it is a skill.” 
Aghileh considers herself a leader working alongside 
her team rather than managing them. Not only has 
Aghileh supported her team, but they have also been a 
source of support and inspiration for her. “An amazing 
management team and excellent care workers have 
been my support – they are wonderful people. They put 
their lives in their hands, go out and look after people. 
I am humbled by their performance and sacrifice. 
Sacrificing has always been a part of health and social 
care.”

Aghileh also believes the pandemic has brought more 
awareness and recognition for the care sector. “I think 
the whole care sector has finally been recognised and 
valued. Carers feel proud to be part of an important 
sector working in the community.” 

Aghileh offers some advice to other leaders who find 
themselves leading their teams through a crisis. “Have 
empathy and walk by their side. Be available to talk. Be 
open and facilitate difficult conversations in order to 
learn from mistakes and improve. Thank your staff and 
celebrate the achievements, and again consult, don’t 
rush, prioritise, and stay focused on the decisions you 
make.”

Reflecting on everything she has overcome, Aghileh 
feels the past year has also brought her a new level 
of confidence. “Next time there’s a challenge I’m more 
equipped, I’m more confident.”

To help be an effective leader Aghileh relied on peer 
support from Skills for Care’s Registered Managers 
Networks, as well as videos and case studies on their 
website. “Skills for Care and the Registered Managers 
Networks have been very useful. They have speakers from 
different organisations, and you get a lot of information 
out of those network meetings and webinars.”

The pandemic has seen registered 
managers leading their teams 
through challenges they could never 
have predicted when they took on 
the role. 

The last year has been a tough time for the 
sector’s 22,500 registered managers but keeping the 
people they work with safe has also brought about an 
intense period of professional and personal growth.

We spoke to Aghileh Hatami, Registered Manager of 
Care Concern (Homecare) Ltd in Chiswick, West London, 
who has been working in adult clinical and community 
care for over 20 years. Care Concern Homecare Ltd was 
rated “Outstanding” by CQC for the second time in June 
2019.

Aghileh, who began her career as a nurse in Iran and 
led a team of cardiac care nurses before moving to 
England and working in adult social care, said that 
each time they were trying to save a life in the cardiac 
ward, it was an acute critical moment but the scale of 
the pandemic and its impact on people’s lives and her 
sector of work has been the most challenging time in 
her career. Aghileh told us that constantly reacting to 
new information and sourcing PPE in the early stages 
of the pandemic were the most difficult elements of the 
last 15 months.

Consulting with colleagues, not rushing, and prioritising 
tasks are the three lessons that Aghileh has developed 
over the pandemic. She told us that her experience of 
the pandemic has added another layer of depth to the 
resilience she had already gained in her personal and 
professional life. “It’s about relying on your resilience 
and being strong - you may not know you have that 
strength, but you get reminded” Aghileh said.

Aghileh says that being open to consulting with others 
when making decisions became more important than 
ever. “It’s not a simple decision, it’s about people’s lives. 
I didn’t see any reason to make important decisions 
alone. Because when the situation is unknown and you 
may not always receive clear instructions, you need to 
invite and listen to your management team, make a 
group decision and then focus on it.”

Aghileh and her team has maintained effective ongoing 
communication with their staff and have been always 
available to meet staff either virtually or in person in 
the field. Their management team worked mainly from 
home but were also in the field making sure that staff 
had what they needed in terms of PPE, information, 
and guidance. The company went through a process of 

“Sacrificing has always been
a part of health and social care.”

Aghileh Hatami
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Leading from the frontline: 
specialist nursing in the pandemic

on our different units and when dependencies changed, 
I could make adjustments and react quickly ensuring 
new admissions were appropriate and we had sufficient 
nursing and care staff to meet the needs of our new 
resident. 

But how do we know what those needs are, without 
being able to visit?  This has been my biggest challenge; 
the complex needs of our residents mean a simple 
telephone conversation with a busy ward sister in the 
hospital is rarely enough to fully understand what their 
requirements are.  The majority of hospitals and care 
homes have been incredibly helpful using video links 
so either I or one of my team could speak with the new 
resident, as far as possible, they have copied reams 
of notes and emailed them through so our specialist 
Multi-Disciplinary Team can have a full overview before 
admission.  We have had to rely on the knowledge of the 
nurses currently caring for the new resident and have 
had to ensure we ask all the right questions beforehand, 
so we have everything we need to produce a safe and 
supportive care plan before they arrive.

We have reviewed and revised our pre-admission 
paperwork, improving our risk assessments to the 
point where we now may never need to visit for a 
pre-admission assessment (although a face to face 
assessment is undeniably the best way).

Finally, I then had to ensure that the new resident 
was COVID free on admission, challenging hospital 
management that just wanted to discharge without any 
testing.  The hospital needed the bed and didn’t want 
to delay discharge, but we have to protect and from 
the start of the pandemic we simply refused to admit 
anyone without a negative PCR test.

Its been a challenging year, but throughout we have 
kept both our current and new residents as safe as 
possible and ensured they all received the care they 
needed, so despite the extra hard work, the challenges 
and difficulties along the way, it has been incredibly 
fulfilling and there is nothing as rewarding as knowing 
you are providing the best quality of life to someone 
who could not get it before.

The specialist clinical and nursing needs 
of all our residents, and in particular new 
admissions, are met fully. This has proved 
particularly challenging over the last year 
as we have dealt with a whole range of new 
issues that we couldn’t have dreamt of before 
the pandemic.  

Including a ban on inter-unit movement.  Prior to this 
I would have spent time on every unit during a typical 
week, assessing the needs and dependencies of the 
residents as well as visiting new residents prior to 
admission to ensure we could meet their specialist 
neurological needs fully.  Then almost overnight this 
had to stop and we had to find new ways of ensuring 
everyone’s often complex and challenging needs were 
met in full.

We look after individuals with a neurological condition, 
either a progressive condition such as young-onset 
dementia, and other illnesses like Huntington’s Disease, 
or people with a brain injury.  Our residents have 
diverse and different needs, sometimes behavioural, 
and with many physical and occasional mental health 
dependencies.  They need specialist care and accurate 
and detailed assessment and care planning; this is 
where I come in to make sure these are in place from 
the beginning of their journey with PJ Care.  But how to 
do that without being able to visit and meet the new 
resident?

PJ Care created a Management Group with all the 
leaders from different areas across the company, this 
has met online using Teams every single day since the 
middle of March last year – including Christmas Day!  
This ensured that we were able to meet the challenges 
of the pandemic, ensuring we had enough staff, enough 
equipment and most importantly enough PPE.  They 
reviewed our in house protocols daily successfully 
ensuring the safety of both residents and staff.  And 
using this I was able to stay updated on the situation 

Micheala Russell
Specialist Nurse
PJ Care

“I challenged hospital
management that just wanted to 
discharge without any testing.”  

“How do we know what those 
needs are, without being able

to visit?”
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Mark Adams
CEO
Community Integrated Care
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Leading a 
united workforce

Community Integrated Care has a strategic commitment 
to support the health and wellbeing of its workforce. 
This was never more important than in the heat of this 
crisis. We commissioned experts who provided support, 
advice and guidance for our colleagues. Every colleague 
was provided with free mindfulness and wellbeing 
training whilst our frontline leaders and nurses were 
equipped with specialist mental health skills. Where 
people needed more significant input such as access to 
counselling and trauma support, this was an immediate 
priority.
 
As a charity, we are dedicated to enabling the people we 
support to live the best life possible, and at a time when 
they couldn’t access the community, we brought it to 
them. We created a series of innovative virtual activities 
with our partners at Leeds Rhinos, Middlesbrough FC, 
Portsmouth FC and Table Tennis England. 

Standing up for the sector 
Community Integrated Care is committed to lobbying 
for fair pay, respect and support for the social care 
sector. At the height of the pandemic the inequalities 
for our sector became even more unpalatable than ever. 
We were determined to speak out.
 
Our charity fought with the NCF to reveal the true impact 
of Coronavirus on the care sector in the first months of 
the pandemic, shifting government focus back onto 
care services. We called out the Prime Minister when 
he dared to blamed the death toll in care on frontline 
colleagues and worked with leading broadcasters to ask 
why social care is the nation’s Cinderella service.

We felt so strongly that the contribution of social care 
to this moment of history could not be overlooked 
that we pitched a documentary to BBC Panorama. The 
film, The Forgotten Frontline, moved millions and truly 
represented the best of social care. 
 
The past 18 months have been exhausting, unforgettable 
and unprecedented for all of us. It is my hope that these 
efforts are not forgotten by the Government and that 
social care is a core part of the UK aiming to Build Better.

To navigate the significant challenges of the 
Coronavirus pandemic, you need a united, 
resolute, responsive workforce. Community 
Integrated Care had this. When we look back 
at the story of the last 18 months, it isn’t one 
of just leadership from our senior team, it is 
the story of 6,000 people all working with 
dedication to protect the people we support 
and look out for one another. 

From working with leading infection prevention 
scientists to providing wellbeing support to every 
colleague, we have continually strived to do what is 
right for our teams, the people we support and our 
families.  At every level, we have focused on doing 
things as robustly, effectively, and as compassionately 
as possible.
 
Ahead of the pandemic hitting UK shores, we took 
early and comprehensive action creating a dedicated 
internal team of senior leaders to plan for a potential 
first national lockdown which quickly became reality. 

To engage with our services effectively, we knew from the 
outset that communication would be essential, and no 
easy feat with 450 different services, colleagues across 
the UK and government advice changing regularly. 
Therefore, we created a series of dedicated channels, 
from a Coronavirus Resource Hub to monthly webinars 
and regular video calls with families. Throughout this 
time, we ensured we were transparent and rolled out 
new guidance swiftly. 

Supporting each other
Our colleagues stood by the people they support, and 
it was our duty to stand next to them. We’ve made 
bold investments that profit motivated organisations 
would not. That’s why we launched our Emergency Pay 
Response, which provided support to colleagues in 
two key ways; an enhanced hourly pay rate for several 
months throughout the pandemic, and an improved 
sick pay offer for any colleague affected by Coronavirus. 
We wanted to ensure that every colleague had a proper 
safety net should they contract the virus and were truly 
valued for their contribution at this moment of crisis.

“We’ve made bold investments
that profit motivated

organisations would not.”

“Panorama’s 
The Forgotten Frontline, 

moved millions.”
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Putting disabilities at the 
heart of the care sector

Jonathan Freeman MBD
CEO
CareTech Foundation

Despite progress made over the years, 
businesses can and should be doing more to 
ensure their services are more accessible 
to 14 million disabled people living in the 
UK.  Not only is it the morally right thing to 
do, it is just plain good for business.  In an 
effort to address this issue within the care 
sector, CareTech Foundation is proud to be 
partnering with the Purple Tuesday initiative 
to help bring to light the need for improving 
the experiences of disabled people within the 
sector as both employees and consumers.  
We are thrilled that Care Talk Magazine has 
agreed to be the media partner for this really 
important initiative. 

As their brilliant founder and CEO Mike Adams OBE 
explains in his article in this edition, Purple supports 
organisations of all sizes and across all sectors to 
improve the disabled customer experience. Purple 
also provides HR solutions to attract, recruit and 
retain disabled talent; support and guidance to Boards 
and/or business owners; and consultancy, audit and 
training services to management teams and their staff. 
Purple Tuesday itself is scheduled to take place on 2nd 
November this year. 

It would be foolish for care sector leaders not to utilise 
the resources that the disabled community offers, 
especially given the circumstances we face as a sector. 

As I have mentioned in previous articles, one of the major 
issues we will face in the coming years is the growing 
gap between those in need of care and those qualified 
to care for them. Recruitment is down and people are 
leaving the sector for other opportunities. This has been 
exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic which has led 
to increased mental health issues amongst care sector 
professionals who have faced the most difficult of 
circumstances during the pandemic. 

There is an array of untapped and 
often overlooked potential in the 
UK’s disabled community who, 
according to the Department of 
Work & Pensions, account for 7.7 
million people of working age. 

Not only does hiring from 
this community address the 
historically significant gap 
between the proportion of 
disabled people employed compared with non-disabled 
people, but it also benefits the business side of social 
care. 

“We are thrilled that Care Talk
Magazine is the media partner for 

this really important initiative.”

Mike Adams
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Per the Department of Work & Pensions, the 
costs of making adjustments to accommodate 
disabled employees are often low and the 
benefits of retaining an experienced, skilled 
employee who has acquired an impairment 
are usually greater than recruiting and training 
new staff.  Hiring from the disabled community 
increases the number of high quality applicants 
to open positions, brings additional skills and 
perspectives to one’s business, and creates 
a workforce that reflects the diverse range of 
customers it serves and the communities it 
helps. Implementing strategies that encourage 
recruitment from this community into the care 
sector should be prioritised as a way to address 
future recruitment and retention needs. 

The care sector should be equally as eager to 
make the necessary adjustments to attract 
disabled consumers.

The days of thinking about ‘service users’ as 
the passive recipients of care who should be 
grateful for others’ beneficence are long gone.  
Some estimates suggest that in England, 30–
46% of residential care users, and 20–30% of 
domiciliary care users, fund their care privately 
(Baxter and Glendinning, 2015; Skills for Care 
and Development, quoted in Young and others, 
2020). Current estimates suggest that the 
number of people self-funding in residential 
care has increased over the past 10 years 
(National Audit Office, 2021)

An ever-increasing percentage of the social 
care budget is now in the hands of individuals 
– quite rightly – so care providers should be 
thinking very carefully how to respond appropriately 
to those individuals and their desires/needs. From a 
business perspective, making basic adjustments is an 
opportunity to attract the spending power of the UK’s 
disabled population, which is estimated to be up to £274 
billion a year.  

Much more than this, care operators need to be 
proactive in listening to what their disabled customers 
are demanding and responding accordingly.  The 
customer really is always right – and this is a true in 
social care as any other sector.

As the only corporate foundation in the care sector and 
as a Founder Patron of the Championing Social Care 
initiative, addressing the inadequacies that disabled 
people experience as both employees and consumers 
has been a huge priority for the CareTech Foundation. 
As part of our organisational impact goals to support 
disabled people whilst advocating and funding 
initiatives that support skills development for the care 
sector, we are  committed to shining a light on the 
brilliant contribution of social care and its people whilst  
doing all we can to make it even better.  

We really hope that care operators – public, private and 
charity alike – will join us in this powerful new campaign 
to put those with disabilities at the very heart of our 
organisations and the sector as a whole.

As the only corporate foundation in the care sector and 
as a Founder Patron of the Championing Social Care 
initiative, addressing the inadequacies that disabled 
people experience as both employees and consumers 
has been a huge priority for the CareTech Foundation. 
As part of our organisational impact goals to support 
disabled people whilst advocating and funding 

Additional sources:
■ https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/employing-disabled-people-and-
people-with-health-conditions/employing-
disabled-people-and-people-with-health-
conditions 
■ https://www.carehomeprofessional.com/
government-must-address-social-care-mental-
health-crisis-says-gmb/ 

“The days of thinking about
‘service users’ who should be

grateful for others’ beneficence
are long gone.”

initiatives that support skills development for the care 
sector, we are  committed to shining a light on the 
brilliant contribution of social care and its people whilst  
doing all we can to make it even better.  

We really hope that care operators – public, private and 
charity alike – will join us in this powerful new campaign 
to put those with disabilities at the very heart of our 
organisations and the sector as a whole.

@jonathanfreeman
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The Care Workers Charity –
the last 12 months 

Karolina Gerlich
CEO
The Care Workers Charity

The Care Workers’ Charity has over a decade 
of experience in giving out Crisis Grants to 
prevent social care workers from falling into 
financial hardship. However, the devastating 
onset of Covid-19 necessitated the creation of 
a brand new grants stream, as those in social 
care struggled to adapt to the pandemic. In 
recognition of the pressure on an already 
stretched and fragmented workforce, we 
launched our Covid-19 Emergency Fund at 
the end of March 2020. 

Our journey over the past twelve months is detailed 
in our recently launched Impact Report 2020. The 
report details our key achievements, which include the 
following:

■ 2,864 Covid-19 Emergency Fund Grants awarded, 
     with a total value of £1,981,858
■ 402 Crisis Grants awarded, with a total value 
     of £285,37
■ 39 Funeral Grants awarded, with a total value 
     of £64,945
■ the total value of all grants awarded during 2020 
     was £2.2 million- an increase of 1,150% in grant 
     giving activities in 2020, compared to 2019

We are thrilled to share our journey over the past 
12 months as the charity has gone from strength 
to strength in supporting care workers during the 

turbulent year. We’ve seen many changes; a 
constantly changing landscape in the social 

care sector; new team members joining 
the charity; a wider awareness of the 

contribution made by social care 
workers and the development of 

vaccines to bring new hope 
to everyone.

Just one of our successful grant applicants last year was 
John, a support worker, who faced financial crisis when 
he was tested positive for Covid-19; 

“For the two weeks that I had to isolate, I was only 
entitled to SSP of £92 a week, which barely covered 
rent, never mind anything else. With this grant, I can 
actually now go food shopping and not have to rely on 
food banks. I really thought that care workers were the 
forgotten kind and then you guys turn up ... I honestly 
cannot thank The Care Workers Charity enough.”

As demonstrated in our Report, the platform of our 
Charity has increased exponentially in the last year, as 
has the need for the assistance we provide. Just as the 
social care sector has shown incredible resilience in the 
face of the pandemic, so we will strive to continue to 
positively impact care workers throughout the UK who 
urgently need, and deserve, our support. 

We would like to thank all of our Trustees, sponsors, 
funders, partners and donors as without this vital 
support the work detailed in our Impact Report simply 
would not have been possible. 

“Our journey over the past twelve 
months is detailed in our 

Impact Report 2020.”

To help us reach even more social care workers in 
crisis, please drop us an email at info@thecwc.
org.uk to discuss partnering with us and/or donate 
through the link below;
https://thecareworkerscharity.enthuse.com/
profile 

To read the Impact Report in full; https://
www.thecareworkerscharity.org.
uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/
TheCareWorkersCharityImpactReport2020.pdf 

“I thought that care workers
were the forgotten kind and

then you guys turn up.”



Social care needs strong innovative 
leadership more than ever at this time. 
The SOCIAL CARE TOP 30 will give 
the opportunity to showcase and 
recognise real leadership and
excellence in the sector.

RECOGNISING INFLUENTIAL LEADERS IN SOCIAL CARE

The individual may be from the private, public or third sector
and a Chief Executive or other national sector leader. 

DO YOU KNOW ANYONE WHO FITS THIS DESCRIPTION?
Send your nominations to joe@caretalk.co.uk 

CLOSING DATE FOR NOMINATIONS: 30TH JUNE 2021

Who’s 
top of the 
social care 
charts?

CARE TALK IS LOOKING FOR CEOs AND OTHER 

SECTOR LEADERS WHO ARE INFLUENTIAL 

MOVERS AND SHAKERS IN THE SOCIAL CARE 

SECTOR WITH A NATIONAL PLATFORM INCLUDING:

HOW TO NOMINATE

Please send your nominations by email, together with a 100 word statement, 

as to why you think they should make the SOCIAL CARE TOP 30, to 

joe@caretalk.co.uk The closing date for nominations is 30 June 2021.

SHORTLISTED SOCIAL CARE TOP 30 – READERS VOTE!

We will be asking Care Talk readers to vote online for the individual they 

think should be number one in the top 30 chart. Finalists and guests will be 

invited to a dinner at The Hilton Bankside, London on 27th October 2021, 

where the overall winner of the SOCIAL CARE TOP 30 will be announced.

People who have the vision to improve 

developments and outcomes in the sector

People who have made a significant 

difference in our sector

Someone who is a strong leader

in their field to improve services

Key influencers and decision 

makers in the sector

SPONSORSHIP

OPPORTUNITIES

AVAILABLE!

Contact

 joe@caretalk.co.uk 

for details

www.caretalk.co.uk/sct30
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Making unpaid carers visible 
and valued this Carers Week

Helen Walker
Chief Executive
Carers UK

One year on and the COVID-19 pandemic has 
continued to bring significant challenges for 
the social care sector. Having to adapt swiftly 
to changes in the way we all operate has meant 
additional demands on care professionals. 
You have shown great commitment and 
dedication to those you support during this 
difficult year so thank you.

As restrictions ease, life still comes with its challenges 
for the estimated 6.5 million people in the UK caring 
unpaid for a family member or friend who is older, 
disabled or seriously ill. 

The crisis has demanded far more of their time as 
the options for getting support with care have been 
reduced. A Carers UK survey published last October 
showed 81% of carers have been providing more care 
during the pandemic. Lockdowns have meant families 
have been unable to rely on the informal support of 
wider family members or friends as they might normally 
have done, and this combined with reduced support 
from face-to-face services, such as day centres, has 
led to many forgoing breaks from their caring role. 58% 
of carers told us they had seen their physical health 
impacted by caring through the pandemic, while 64% 
said their mental health has worsened. 

Unpaid carers have played an important role protecting 
and supporting older and disabled people - doing so 
most of the year on their own, behind closed doors. 
Carers Week is an important opportunity to recognise 
their enormous contribution and get them linked 
up with the support they need. This year our annual 
awareness campaign takes place from 7th – 13th 
June 2021 and once again, Carers UK is joining forces 
with Age UK, Carers Trust, Motor Neurone Disease 
Association, Oxfam GB and Rethink Mental Illness to 
help raise awareness of caring around the country.

Research suggests people working in health and care 
professions are more likely to be juggling their job with 
an unpaid caring responsibility – so the chances are 
some of your colleagues are caring. Why not use Carers 
Week to reach out to them or raise awareness at your 
workplace of the support available to them?

It remains vital that we all work together to make caring 
visible and valued, and ensure carers are able to get the 
practical, financial and emotional support they need 
to care for a loved one. Please join us in supporting 
colleagues and the families you work with as we 
recognise the continuing impact of the pandemic and 
unique challenges it brings.

“You have shown great
commitment and dedication to
those you support - thank you.”

“Unpaid carers have protected
older and disabled people on

their own, behind closed doors.”

If you work with an unpaid carer 
what can you do to support them?
■ You could use Carers Week as an opportunity to 
     reach out to unpaid carers, run a virtual event 
     or share information
■ Help us raise awareness of caring and Add      
     Your Voice to the Carers Week campaign on 
     our website www.carersweek.org or on 
     social media
■ Reach out to staff who may also provide unpaid                 
     care to offer support and information
■ Follow Carers Week on Twitter @CarersWeek 
     and use the hashtag #Carersweek
■ Like Carers Week on Facebook 
     (www.facebook.com/carersweek) and join in           
     with the conversation

For further information:
■ Find out more about Carers Week 2021 and how 
     you can get involved at www.carersweek.org
■ Are you an unpaid carer with a question about 
     caring? Call Carers UK’s helpline on 
     0808 808 777 (Monday to Friday, 9am-6pm) 
     or email advice@carersuk.org
■ If you have particular concerns about caring 
     through the Covid-19 outbreak, or are looking 
     for practical advice, find Carers UK’s guidance at 
     www.carersuk.org/coronavirus
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Sleep-in ruling
is not the answer 

Mark Milton
CEO
Ambient Support

The recent final ruling in the court of appeal on 
the Royal Mencap Society v Tomlinson-Blake 
and Shannon v Rampersad (t/a Clifton House 
Residential Home) case ends uncertainty in 
the health and social care sector but it is far 
from a victory for anyone involved.  

Once again, the broken state of our health and 
social care system has been highlighted and the true 
inadequacies of the sector in its current form laid bare.  

A final ruling has merely staved off the almost wholesale 
collapse of many of organisations and charities working 
with some of our most vulnerable. The ruling in its 
singularity is not the answer to this sorry state of affairs.

At Ambient Support, like many other providers, we have 
stretched the income that we have and the commitment 
of our staff teams to an unbelievable level in the last 
year. The recently published IPPR – State of Health 
and Social Care report state-of-health-and-care-mar21.
pdf (ippr.org) clearly highlights now is the time for the 
government to act, now is the time to be bold and look 
at embracing the lessons that have been learnt during 
the pandemic to bring about comprehensive reform and 
change for the better.

This issue both begins and ends with money.  Money 
for our care and support workers to be paid a fair and 
decent wage for the long hours they work, for their 
selflessness and dedication to supporting some of the 
most vulnerable in society but it’s also about the blanket 
acceptance that to provide the highest possible quality 
of support the real cost of care needs to be paid to 
providers.  Money that can be invested into staff wages, 
training, into the professionalisation of the care sector.  

The advent of the pandemic aligned with Ambient 
investing in our people to introduce Positive Behaviour 
Support (PBS) approaches into our work with people 
with a learning disability. This has provided us with an 

evidence-based framework to assess what quality of 
life means for them and for those around them. Four 
months into the pandemic here in the UK, we ventured 
that PBS was already appearing to be making an impact. 
https://www.bild.org.uk/is-being-the-new-doing-in-
learning-disability-services-what-we-can-learn-from-
pandemic-inactivity-activity  Across the country our 
teams today are ever more confident of that. 

This is the start of a transformation programme for our 
charity, our staff teams and the people that we support.  
We have 37 staff now accredited as PBS coaches and 
8 staff members on their way to becoming accredited 
assessors. The introduction of PBS has raised morale 
amongst our teams and boosted their confidence in 
feeling equipped to support people even during the 
most challenging days during the past year.

However, this investment in training does not come 
cheap. Government and local authorities cannot 
continue to turn a blind eye to the fact that their 
contracts for services are heavily weighted on cost over 
and above quality of services almost every time. 

So, whilst the ruling has saved many providers from 
forced closure, it has only further highlighted the many 
critical issues that need to be resolved to keep the 
social care system from collapse.

We all need to face some stark choices as we emerge 
from this unprecedented period, but I like many of my 
peers call upon government to finally see this as the 
opportunity that could turn a broken social care sector 
in the UK into a world class system, envied by others 
with sustained investment, reform and innovation.  The 
benefits of doing this for our society will far outweigh 
the financial costs in the longer term.

www.ambient.org.uk

“The ruling in its singularity
is not the answer to this

sorry state of affairs.”

“This issue both begins and
ends with money.”
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Turning social care purple!

Mike Adams OBE
Creator and Co-ordinator
Purple Tuesday

For social care, we are also focusing on raising the 
profile and shining a light on the disabled workforce. 
80% of the 14 million disabled people in the UK have a 
hidden disability which they may, or may not, choose 
to disclose.  Mental health and wellbeing is one of the 
greatest challenges facing organisations and a legacy 
of Covid.  Conversely, it is an opportunity to smash 
the taboo forever and provide support to employees 
without the fear of stigma.

Social care has the opportunity to lead the way in 
providing a quality customer experience for disabled 
people. The sector has a long track record in looking 
after disabled people.  Re-orientating this expertise to 
be more customer focused isn’t that much of a leap but 
will make a huge difference.  And recognising disabled 
employees, putting in relatively modest reasonable 

adjustments, will make a statement about the future 
social care which is inclusive.  

To be inclusive requires taking your employees on 
the journey.  Purple Tuesday 365 is a subscription 

service which is doing just that for 
so many organisations.  Through 
monthly webinars and practical 
resources, it is supporting 

workforces to better understand, 
and put in place those changes 
that will make a difference.  And 

the model works. Invest in your 
workforce and you invest in your 
organisation.

Together, we can turn Social Care 
Purple. @PurpleTuesNov

“We are raising the profile
and shining a light on the

disabled workforce.”

The perception of a customer is changing 
rapidly.  The Covid-19 pandemic has 
accelerated our use of online technology and 
the regular flow of packages and parcels to 
our houses are becoming the norm.  Live chat 
and email are becoming the new interface 
with organisations replacing the more 
traditional face-to-face customer contact.

As lockdown restrictions loosen, it will be interesting 
to see how customers adapt, how organisations evolve 
and how the new relationship between customer and 
organisation settles.  The changes in the world are also 
changing understanding of consumers and customer 
needs.

Purple Tuesday is an initiative, which is supporting 
organisations, of all sizes and across all sectors, to 
improve the disabled customer experience.  At the 
celebratory event last November, over 4,500 
organisations signed up to making at least one 
commitment to improve 
t h e i r  a c c e s s i b i l i t y.  
Unsurprisingly, there was 
a significant focus on 
digital accessibility with 
a realisation a lot can 
be done quickly at no 
cost, or very little cost, 
to improve navigation 
and overall experience.  
Buildings, and more 
s pe ci f i ca l l y  socia l ly 
distanced factors, have 
also been a real focus.  This includes ensuring Perspex 
glass in shops etc. have colour contact markings 
to support visually impaired customers. And finally, 
training for staff, predominantly online, has been taken 
up covering general  disability awareness and more 
specific issues such as mental health and autism.

Covid-19 is also driving a demand for all organisations 
to demonstrate their social credentials – from staff, 
customers and investors, Purple Tuesday is tapping 
into this need by supporting organisations to create 
solutions that work, and spreading good practice 
across all sectors. 

I am absolutely delighted Purple Tuesday is working 
with Championing Social Care to make a difference in 
the social care sector.  Service users are customers.  
Service users, and their families, expect a quality service.  
Providers know that delivering a quality experience will 
increasingly be paramount to survival and growth.

To sign up to Purple Tuesday
1.  Visit www.purpletuesday.org.uk/get-involved 
     and complete registration form
2. Make a commitment to improve the disabled 
     customer experience
3. Upload your company logo to demonstrate 
     your involvement
4. Join the national celebrations on 
     2nd November 2021 

To subscribe to Purple Tuesday 365
and access 10% discount 
1. On completion of Purple Tuesday registration   
     form (see above)
2. Select- ‘Subscribe to Purple Tuesday 365’
3. Add Promo Code: CSC08
4. Submit the form and someone will contact 
     you with payment options
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Food for thought

Jane Clarke (Hons) SRD DSc
Dietitian and Founder
Nourish by Jane Clarke

Meet Jane Clarke, Dietitian and Founder of 
Nourish by Jane Clarke, who’s mission it is to 
champion the vulnerable and those isolated 
in illness through connections with food and 
nourishment.

Like many people who devote themselves to a caring 
profession, my choice to practice as a dietitian 
and support those experiencing illness and eating 
challenges, has been driven by personal experience of 
poor health and by looking after a loved one.

I was very unwell as a teenager and spent a lot of years 
in hospital. I saw the isolation of being in that setting 
and the unappetising food that was served on the ward. 
When I was able to be at home, my family would cajole 
me to eat and I was on the receiving end of how love 
and affection can be translated through food. I also 
saw how disconnected the hospital setting could be 
from nourishment and caring. Realising there must be a 
better way to care for people was my emotional drive to 
become a dietitian. 

There was a defining moment when I understood that my 
core passion is to help people that are really struggling 
– and that I had to operate in a different way to be able 
to achieve that. While working for the NHS, I looked 
after an amazing patient who had Aids. His appetite was 
suppressed but he used to love me to sit on his bed and 
talk about the meals I’d eaten. I asked him one day, ‘What 
would you like to eat at this precise moment?’ He said, ‘A 
fresh strawberry’, so the next day I brought one into his 
hospital room. I was told off for giving it to him because 
it hadn’t come through the hospital kitchen and didn’t 
have a food label on. And I just thought, this isn’t where 
I want to be. I need to do this differently and craft my 
career in a way that nurtures people.

I set up the first private dietetic clinic in the UK, 
with the aim of supporting those struggling with the 
nourishment and eating challenges caused by illness 
(I had to take out an overdraft to do it; my parents 
didn’t know I slept on the floor of my practice for a few 
months as rents were so high). It’s why I’ve launched my 
online community Nourish by Jane Clarke, to provide 
recipes and inspiration for anyone facing barriers to 
nourishment, whether that’s swallowing difficulties 
caused by dementia, or loss of appetite and taste 
changes during chemotherapy. 

I’ve also developed Nourish Drinks, made with all-natural 
and organic ingredients, to provide calories, protein, 
carbs, vitamins and minerals for those who can’t face a 
full meal or who need additional nutritional support. As 
well as being good for you, they actually taste delicious 
so they don’t sit undrunk by someone’s bedside. It’s 
hugely gratifying to have feedback from care homes and 
care-givers saying how much difference Nourish Drinks 
are making to the wellbeing of their residents and how 
they feel as carers; which is particularly poignant after 
such a brutal year. 

My dad has a rare form of dementia, so I know firsthand 
the difference that good nourishment can make to lives. 
It’s why I’m so passionate about putting nourishment 
at the heart of care. Too many people are struggling 
to swallow when dementia cruelly meddles with their 
ability to eat. Too many people young and old die of 
malnutrition, not from cancer itself. Too many caring 
friends and relatives don’t know how to look after 
someone with dignity, who is choking and can’t manage 
the meals they once enjoyed. My mission is to champion 
our vulnerable and those isolated in illness because not 
enough is being done to connect them to food they can 
nourish themselves with. Ultimately, I want to create 
a society where people can be respected, heard and 
nurtured.

www.nourishbyjaneclarke.com

“I was very unwell as a
teenager and spent a lot of

years in hospital.”

Realising there must be a better
way to care for people was my

emotional drive to become
a dietitian.” 
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Excellence in Nursing
initiative from Brunelcare

A brand new nursing development programme 
has been launched by Teresa Chinn MBE 
RN in collaboration with Bristol-based care 
provider Brunelcare.

The Brunelcare Excellence 
in Nursing initiative aims to 
celebrate great Registered 
Nurse leadership in social 
care, provide development 
opportunities for Registered 
Nurses at Brunelcare and, 
most of all, challenge 
preconceptions around 
working as a Registered 
Nurse in social care. 

The programme is closely aligned with the three key 
priorities for nursing established by the Chief Nursing 
Officer for England, Ruth May -  helping to enhance pride 
in the nursing profession, address workforce shortfalls, 
and enabling nurses to influence and lead change at 
every level. 

Teresa Chinn MBE RN explained why she felt it was 
important to develop Brunelcare Excellence in Nursing:

“Now more than ever we need to support our nurses. We 
need to not only celebrate the amazing work that they 
do, but also provide them with opportunities to shift 
their focus and really achieve something wonderful.”

The first Brunelcare Excellence in Nursing cohort is 
made up of 14 Registered Nurses. Each of Brunelcare’s 
care home managers have nominated two team 
members who stand out as fantastic role models, or 
have made an outstanding contribution to care. 

Lesley Hobbs, who manages the Deerhurst Care Home, 
said of her nominees:

“Both are fantastic role models clinically, personally & 
professionally with their knowledge, skills, positivity 
and person centred approach. I would be proud to have 
them represent Deerhurst & Brunelcare. We have a great 
team of nurses here, many of whom could have been 
nominated, but I feel these nurses will be great to lead 
in this project.”

The nurses will attend regular training sessions to 
develop leadership and quality improvement skills, 
plus hear from an exciting range of guest speakers. At 
each session they will be set three challenges to go 
away and complete, each supporting different areas 
of development. Overarching all of this, the nurses 
have been asked to design an individual project of 
improvement for their particular area. The improvement 
can be clinical (medicines, care plans, wound care, 
nutrition) or non-clinical (leadership, wellbeing, 
environmental, accountability), but it has got to be new, 
evidence-based, and see an outcome within the space 
of a year.

Megan Stafford from Saffron Gardens Care Home is one 
of the Registered Nurses taking part in the programme 
(known as BEN for short):

“I feel as though nurses in the social care setting should 
be recognised more and the new BEN programme could 
be a fantastic opportunity for this. I’m nervous, but 
also excited to see what the programme has to offer, 
especially if my own thoughts and ideas can contribute 
to improving the clinical area within Brunelcare.”

Teresa Chinn MBE RN added:

“Brunelcare Registered Nurses are fantastic and it is an 
absolute pleasure to bring so many of them together 
to support and share the work that they do. Huge 
congratulations to Marsara Biggs, Megan Stafford, 
Rachel Jones, Louise Thompson, Richard Flossman, 
Fama Diop, Buba Touray, Rose David, Harvey Judovick, 
Jenny Radford, Amelia Thornton-Grimes Helen Orock, 
Nicola Cock and Arlene Magtoto for starting something 
new and being the 2021/22 cohort of the Brunelcare 
Excellence in Nursing Programme.” 

One of the challenges the nurses have been set is to 
talk about their progress on social media, so follow 
#BrunelcareNurses on Twitter for all the latest updates! 

“We need to provide nurses
with opportunities to achieve

something wonderful.”

Teresa Chinn MBE RN
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Movement for Improvement 
A new campaign to promote Nursing in Social Care

Movement for Improvement (MFI) is a new 
initiative from Care Talk, with the aim of 
creating a cohort of social care nurses to 
share good practice and improve outcomes 
for people in receipt of services.  

The forum will bring together past social care nurses, 
finalists and winners from The Great British Care 
Awards, as well as nurses from the wider sector.

■ Promoting parity of esteem between NHS 
     and Social Care
■ Promoting the role of nursing in social care
■ Supporting, educating and mentoring social care 
     nurse leaders 
■ Establishing a network of like-minded, passionate 
     nurse leaders 
■ A beacon of excellence within social care nursing. 
■ Identifying solutions to shared issues and concerns
■ A unique forum for learning
■ Peer to peer support and mentorship for 
     nurse leaders
 

Meet the founding members

“We are supporting the Movement for Improvement 
initiative to positively raise the profile of Nurses in social 
care and ultimately influence care delivery and staff 
well-being. The pandemic has further highlighted the 
already existing disparity in the sector and this initiative 
is the opportunity to drive forward to tackle the inequity 
Nurses in social care face.  We feel that Nurses’ positive 
experiences and career choices are often overlooked in 
social care.  We aim to support our colleagues to receive 
the right support and development whilst learning 
lessons and building on quality and innovation with 
shared ideas and goals. By joining this initiative, you can 
be part of this much needed change, motivating and 
empowering Nurses in social care and highlighting the 
rewarding career that is much more than just a Nurse.”

The Movement for Improvement is open to all registered 
nurses and other stakeholders working in social care.

“We want to tackle the inequity
Nurses in social care face.”  Supported by 

Prof 
Deborah Sturdy
Chief Nurse 
Adult Social Care

“It is very 
important 
that those who 
work in adult 

social care share best examples of 
practices, tips, and advice which 
help to improve the support we 
give to those we care for.
 
Movement for Improvement is a 
positive additional tool for staff 
to have a central place to discuss 
their experiences and also to help 
encourage more people to join 
our dedicated adult social care 
workforce.”

If you would like to join our Movement for 
Improvement or for more information contact
 joe@caretalk.co.uk

Dr Cecilia Akrisie Anim CBE
Past President RCN

Amelia Greenwood
Senior Regional Clinical Lead Nurse
Yorkshire & Lancashire Local Care Force

Clare Swan
Head of Quality & Compliance
Belmont Healthcare

Micheala Russell
Specialist Nurse
PJ Care
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Autism support in Wales –
Government sets out legal duities on public bodies

Tim Nicholls
Head of Policy
National Autistic Society

“We are calling on the Welsh
Government to appoint someone
to oversee the implementation.”

The Welsh Government has published a new 
Code of Practice on the Delivery of Autism 
Services, setting out the support and services 
that must be available to autistic people and 
their families in Wales. This covers services 
provided by local authorities, health boards 
and other public bodies.

The Code has the potential to strengthen the rights 
of autistic people, and to improve services. While it 
doesn’t address all the significant challenges faced by 
autistic people and families, it is a big step forward and 
comes after years of campaigning from hundreds of our 
supporters. We are calling on the Welsh Government to 
appoint someone to oversee the implementation of the 
Code, and make sure it works for autistic people and 
their families. 

What the Code says 
The four main chapters in the Code outline 
arrangements for: 

■ Autism assessment and diagnosis 
■ Accessing health and social care services 
■ Awareness raising and training on autism 
■ Planning and monitoring services and 
     stakeholder engagement

Key duties contained in the Code include:  

■ Clear requirements for certain professionals 
     working with autistic people to have sufficient 
     training. For example, those involved in diagnostic 
     or social care assessments 
■ Autism assessments must take place within agreed 
     time scales, and post-diagnostic assessments 
     should be offered within six weeks 
■ IQ must not be considered when determining 
     eligibility for care and support
■ No one should be denied health or care support 
     because they do not yet have a diagnosis 
■ Each regional partnership board must specifically 
     include autism services as part of their area plans, 
     and report against their progress 
■ Each region must have an autism champion on its 
     partnership board 
■ Health boards and local authorities must collect 
     data on autism to inform their area plans, 
     including complying with any specific Welsh 
     Government requirements, for example, on 
     diagnosis waiting times. 

Gaps in the Code 
While the Code makes a number of positive 
improvements, we are concerned that it doesn’t address 
some significant challenges faced by autistic people 
and families, many of which have been made worse by 
the coronavirus pandemic. We are disappointed that 
the Code doesn’t include: 

■ Mandatory training in autism for teachers and other 
     school staff, as recommended by the Senedd 
     Health, Social Care and Sport Committee 
■ Clear autism specific mental health pathways and 
     support to understand and respond to distressed 
     behaviour 
■ Duties to improve public awareness and 
     understanding of autism

Government must appoint someone 
to oversee implementation  
The success of the Code will come down to how it’s 
implemented and enforced by the Welsh Government. 
We are calling on the Welsh Government to appoint 
someone to oversee its implementation, support 
public bodies to understand their responsibilities and 
recommend enforcement action if they aren’t following 
the Code. It’s vital that autistic people and families are 
able to enforce their rights if they are not receiving the 
services or support they are entitled to.  

When the Code come into force   
We’re pleased that the Code has been published. It’s 
a long-awaited piece of regulation that could make a 
real difference to the lives of autistic people and their 
families in Wales. We will be looking out for the final 
guidance that will sit alongside it, and hope this comes 
as soon as possible, so that councils and the NHS in 
Wales can prepare for the Code coming into force on 1 
September 2021.

For further information:
■ Find out more about the Code of Practice here: 

https://senedd.wales/media/1q3aola3/sub-
ld14289-e.pdf 

■ Find out more about our campaigning in Wales: 
https://www.autism.org.uk/what-we-do/
campaign/wales  
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Winterbourne View – 
Ten years on

On 31st May 2011, the appalling abuse of 
people with a learning disability and/or 
autism at Winterbourne View hospital was 
exposed by BBC Panorama. Undercover 
filming at the hospital exposed a regime of 
physical and psychological abuse carried out 
at the hands of the people paid to care. Like 
everyone who tuned in, I felt anger, disbelief 
and disgust. Shockingly, ten years on, people 
with a learning disability and/or autism are 
still being mistreated in modern-day asylums.

Families of people who were abused at Winterbourne 
View have come together to mark 10 years since the 
scandal was exposed and to remind decision-makers 
that the abusive system that left their loved ones 
traumatised, remains much the same as a decade ago. 
Mencap and the Challenging Behaviour Foundation 
(CBF) are joining them in calling for the Government 
to finally deliver on its promises and put an end to this 
scandal.

An abuse scandal that shocked 
the nation…
BBC Panorama’s undercover investigation into the 
NHS-funded private hospital, on the outskirts of Bristol, 
broadcast footage of people with a learning disability 
and/or autism being slapped, pinned down under chairs 
and being force-fed medication.

The documentary shocked the nation. Eleven care 
workers were charged over the abuse, six went to prison, 
and the Government promised to prevent anything like 
this ever happening again. 

The Government aimed to get everyone out of these 
hospitals no later than 1st June 2014. But this deadline 
passed, and this still has not happened.

In 2015, the Government and NHS England launched the 
‘Transforming Care’ programme, committing to closing 
35-50% inpatient beds by March 2019 and supporting 
people to return home. 

A decade of broken Government 
promises, and more abuse scandals 
uncovered…
Despite these promises, today more than 2,000 people 
with a learning disability and/or autism remain locked 
away due to a lack of the right support in the community; 
355 of them have been locked away for 10 years or more. 

These modern-day asylums are damaging environments 
for people with a learning disability and/or autism. The 
hospitals are often hundreds of miles away from the 
family home and we know that living in such places, 
leaves people at an increased risk of abuse and neglect. 

Many families say that their loved ones become a 
shell of themselves while locked away, suffering in a 
restrictive environment that doesn’t take into account 
sensory needs and only intensifies negative behaviours 
and trauma. This is simply the wrong model of care.  

New analysis by Mencap and CBF reveals that restrictive 
interventions – like physical restraint, chemical cosh 
and solitary confinement – are used against people with 
a learning disability and/or autism at least once every 12 
minutes in these units. This is likely to be just the tip of 
the iceberg due to low numbers of hospitals providing 
data despite it being a mandatory requirement.

Since Winterbourne View, there have been other 
abuse scandals, most notably another BBC Panorama 
undercover investigation into Whorlton Hall hospital. 
The CQC has also taken enforcement action against 
some inpatient units for not being safe.

Despite the knowledge that these units are dangerous, 
the Government continues to miss its own targets; 
meanwhile, thousands more people have entered 
the system. New analysis by Mencap and CBF shows 
that since the start of the Government’s Transforming 
Care programme there have been 9,490 admissions – 
equivalent to four a day – and the average length of stay 
is more than five and a half years. 

Government must act now to stop 
further abuse and deliver its broken 
promises...
This is not just about the ‘Winterbourne View scandal’ 
but an ongoing system-wide failure. People with a 
learning disability and/or autism continue to be placed 
at increased risk because there simply isn’t the right 
accommodation or support in the community to 
prevent admission or support people to return home.

The ongoing consequences of getting this wrong are 
catastrophic. The survivors of Winterbourne View 
continue to suffer from trauma. Due to an underfunded 
social care sector, the fragility of their current support 
also leaves them at risk of readmission, leaving families 
terrified about the future. It is highly likely that there is 
abuse happening in inpatient units up and down the 
country today.

The legacy of the COVID-19 pandemic risks more people 
reaching crisis point and in danger of admission.

The families of those abused at Winterbourne View 
have written a letter to the Prime Minister urging him 
to act now. The Government must publish its cross-
government strategy immediately and properly fund the 
right support in the community to prevent further lives 
from being destroyed.
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Edel Harris
Chief Executive
Mencap 

“Ten years on,
people with a

learning disability 
and/or autism are

still being mistreated 
in modern-day

asylums.”

For further information and to support the 
#HomesNotHospitals campaign, visit 
www.mencap.org.uk
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Migrant children in care face 
a rigged immigration system

Aaron Gates-Lincoln
Outreach Builder
Immigration Advice Service

Children in care and migrants are two of the 
most vulnerable groups of people residing 
within the UK. However, a new light has been 
shone on the difficulties that migrant children 
living within the care system in the UK are 
due to face as a result of the EU Settlement 
Scheme. 

It is being estimated that thousands of children of EU 
nationals who are now in the UK care system are going 
to be put at risk by flaws in the EU Settlement Scheme1 

(EUSS). The scheme, introduced after Brexit, allows EU 
citizens to apply to receive indefinite leave to remain2 

status within the UK. For children in care, applications 
for the scheme must be submitted by the local authority 
in which they are situated in. 

However, a Freedom of Information request3 by the 
Children’s Society has found that so far, fewer than 40% 
of the 3700 or so eligible children in care that are known 
of have had their applications submitted. As many 
local authorities do not keep nationality data for their 
children in care, it may be that these numbers could be 
significantly higher. With the deadline for applications 
nearing, this is extremely worrying for the immigration 
security of this group of vulnerable children. 

To exacerbate the anxiety surrounding these numbers, 
it is not clear how not submitting an application may 
impact these children. Concerns are being raised that 
the issue could mirror that of the Windrush scandal4, 
in which thousands of Commonwealth citizens were 
wrongly detained and deported due to problems 
surrounding documentation. With this in mind, it could 
be estimated that the group will apply for housing or 
employment in the future and only then discover their 
unlawful status. As Katherine Sacks-Jones, the chief 
executive of ‘Become.’5, a charity for children in care, 
has stated, “We risk leaving thousands of children 
undocumented- storing up huge problems as they leave 
care- already a challenging time”. 

In response to this, the Children’s Society have called 
on6 local authorities to “recognise the corporate 
responsibility for ensuring no looked after child or care 
leavers find themselves without lawful status in the UK 
after 30th June 2021”. For this to occur, they stated it is 
vital that the Home Office “support and resource local 
government bodies to continue identifying children in 
their care who must secure status through the EUSS”.

It is also unjust that local authorities have been 
encouraged by the government to place children in 
care on this immigration track. Evidence has shown 
that for children of EU nationals in care, most, if not 
all, could have the rights to citizenship7. However, they 
are often not placed on the citizenship pathway due 
to extortionate application fees of £1000 that local 
authorities are required to pay, £640 of which is direct 
profit to the Home Office. This is incredibly worrying as 
due to current laws, if children in care are not put on the 
citizenship pathway before the age of 18, they will lose 
their right to citizenship when they reach this age. 

The system that children in care are subject to is 
obviously rigged against them, and is designed to work 
against their best interests. Children having to rely on 
others to submit applications for something that should 
be an automatic right is the harsh reality of current 
immigration policy. It is vital that local authorities are 
pressured to ensure that all eligible children in care 
have their applications submitted for the EU Settlement 
Scheme or are placed on citizenship pathways. 

1 https://www.gov.uk/settled-status-eu-citizens-families
2https://iasservices.org.uk/indefinite-leave-to-remain/
3https://www.childrenssociety.org.uk/sites/default/files/2021-03/Looked_
After_Children_and_the_EU_Settlement_Scheme.pdf
4 https://www.jcwi.org.uk/windrush-scandal-explained
5 https://www.becomecharity.org.uk
6https://www.childrenssociety.org.uk/sites/default/files/2021-03/Looked_
After_Children_and_the_EU_Settlement_Scheme.pdf
7https://iasservices.org.uk/british-citizenship/

“We risk leaving thousands
of children undocumented.”

“Thousands of children of EU
nationals are going to be put at

risk by flaws in the EUSS.”

Here are some petitions to sign that may be helpful:
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/564011
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/582742

Here is some further reading on the topic: 
https://www.amnesty.org.uk/files/2018-09/
Childrens%20Right%20to%20Citizenship%20
-%20Background%20Information.pdf?6_
Ky2GxSv580ARFNiKeUNpenFsozcJ1C=
https://www.childrenslegalcentre.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/08/Children-in-care-with-
immigration-issues.August.2017.final_.pdf
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But of course, it all takes funding and Joseph has 
become an application expert. 

Some of the care provided is commissioned by the local 
authority which means that if Joseph’s staff go in for 
an hour to do personal care, that client likely won’t see 
anyone again until the following morning. Joseph asked 
funders if there was any way they could give more:

“I got extra funding to use just to have a chat - actually 
have time to find out how the person is.... look at their 
hobbies and interests - utilise the carers own skills and 
interests to bring to bear. And in that way, not only are 
you the carer but you become a friend. And we tell things 
to our friends in the way we won’t with strangers.”

The crossroads of
funding and friendship

It’s everywhere in the media, 
isn’t it - loneliness. Magnified by 
the pandemic, it’s fast becoming 
its own epidemic. We’re just 
not made for isolation; it’s that 
simple. Of course, that’s why 
there are so many incredible 

stories about how people and communities 
have pulled closer in the crisis: being together 
is our natural instinct. Mother Teresa called 
loneliness the most terrible poverty.

Thankfully, at least up in Barnsley, there is someone 
who works everyday to help with this. CEO of Barnsley’s 
Crossroads Caring for Carers and Great British Care 
Awards Covid Hero nominee, Joseph David, understands 
the problem and works tirelessly on solutions:

“Loneliness is a terrible thing - you can call people and 
ask how they’re getting on and they’ll often just say yes, 
okay because they don’t want to burden you. So I started 
welfare visits - just going to someone’s home to visually 
perceive if they really are okay. We do come across 
people who say they’re fine and then we visit and can 
see they look run down. So then we began bringing food 
packages, joining up with other charities and it worked 
really well.”

Joseph 
David

“Hard work pays off to see
someone happy.”

Crossroads Caring for Carers was recognised for
the spirit of Barnsley award during the pandemic
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Joseph wears many 
hats, if not coats, and 
has a simple philosophy 
when it comes to people 
and care:

“Whenever I have cared 
for someone, I tell myself 
I am a friend. You care 
for someone better 
when you think that way. 
I share this philosophy 
with my team. Hard 
work pays off to see 
someone happy. It’s 

not just about helping someone dress - be their friend 
because then you’re more likely to discover what makes 
them happy. And if you can make them happy for even 
10 minutes out of 24 hours, you’re on the right road.”

And it’s working well - this marriage of funding and 
friendship: Joseph just found out that Yorkshire Sports 
have agreed to give £10,000 to fund chair exercises in 
the homes of yet more isolated and lonely clients...

Also, realising there was nothing going on at weekends, 
Joseph set up a Dementia Cafe. He spoke to other 
sector charities and asked for their support; they all 
thought it was a brilliant idea because it would give 
carers a chance to come along too. A friend lent him a 
venue.

“The space was fantastic but there were a lot of 
challenges! We followed all the guidelines and 
organised transport there and back. It went really well 
until lockdown happened again and it had to stop. But 
all the hard work was worth it because if you can make 
someone happy, that’s what matters to me.”

Funding is a lifeline for the charity and he has made a 
study of it - how to 
produce successful 
applications because 
that is essentially the 
biggest challenge. He 
reads about funders 
and analyses what they 
want to bring to the 
community and works 
on making a match 
especially providing 
evidence of what was 
successful with the last 
funding. 

Debra Mehta

“I got extra funding to use just
to have a chat.”

Staff geared up for Covid

Carol singing outside
service users home

Crossroads managed to secure some funding to provide
food packages to vulnerable people
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Well, spare a thought for all the Live-In carers supported 
by Trudi Scrivener who owns and runs Ashridge Home 
Care and who, along with her staff team, has also been 
nominated for a Covid Hero Great British Care Award.

These carers, who might normally be a few weeks on 
and a few off, have given up their own lives to stay with 
their client. Last year, some had not been home to see 
their own families in more than five months. Trudi and 
her team quickly responded to obvious issues:

“One of the biggest things is that our Live-In carers 
would normally use public transport so we now have 
drivers for them. It’s remarkable that so many decided 
to stay put because it was the safest thing for their 
client, resulting in less than 1% suffering from Covid. It 
was hugely appreciated by us and clients’ families who 
were so worried. So, it has been really important to keep 
reaching out to let them know we’re there for them. I’ve 
gone on socially-distanced walks with them when it’s 
been possible and that’s something I’ll carry on with 
post-pandemic as it’s been really nice.”

Lockdown for live-in care

“Live-In carers would normally
use public transport so we now

have drivers for them.”

Lockdown has meant different 
things to different people, of 
course, but many of us have 
likely spent it with a spouse or 
family members of whichever 
generation, or maybe flatmates. 
We know these people well, for 

better or for worse, and it has generally felt 
familiar and possibly reassuring in a time of 
great uncertainty.

Trudi
Scrivener
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For so very many of us, we have a lot to thank Eric Yuan 
for (yep, he invented Zoom). It has radically transformed 
communication and been a huge pandemic positive.

“We will definitely be keeping some of the changed 
practices: before March last year, no one had even 
heard of Zoom and now video calls are just standard. 
It has been brilliant for so many reasons but most 
especially how it has impacted the level of interaction 
with clients, families and staff. It’s such a great way to 
get all the disparate family members together to discuss 
mum or dad which has never really been logistically 
feasible before. Their increased involvement due to 
technology has been a great positive. It’s just so helpful 
and reassuring for families.”

And what of the Covid Hero nomination?

“It feels a real privilege - recognising the whole team 
and especially our carers. This last year has really 
highlighted the vital, skilled and professional work they 
do. It’s such a nice way to say thank you to them.”

Walks and daily 
communications 
aside, rotas were 
set up for visiting 
carers to do the 
s u p e r m a r k e t 
s h o p p i n g  fo r 
Live-In carers as 
well as picking 
up prescriptions. 
Tr u d i  h e r s e l f 

shopped and also organised vital medicine for a carer 
to be collected from her client’s pharmacist. And yet, 
practicalities have been only half of the story:

“The biggest challenge is looking after the Live-In carers 
who have been so cut off from their own world and 
isolated with their client. We have made contact with 
them every single day to pay them special attention. 
And this is where technology has helped incredibly, 
devising ways to motivate and keep spirits up with, for 
example, competitions, videos and private chat groups.”

But Trudi and the team didn’t stop there; they milked 
every single contact they could think of and because 
the pandemic has so often brought out the best in 
people, it didn’t take many asks before Tony Hadley 
from Spandau Ballet made a video to cheer on the 
carers. Jane Brinkworth, home economist working with 
celebrity chefs on Saturday morning TV devised special 
recipes and nutritional advice for carers while Zest Yoga 
created chair exercises. 

Debra Mehta

“Tony Hadley from
Spandau Ballet made a video

to cheer on the carers.”
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What do you do?

Claudia Ramsamy was faced with just such a decision 
at the start of the pandemic. Newly appointed manager 
of Willows Care Home, (part of Canford Healthcare) and 
Great British Care Awards Covid Hero nominee, Claudia 
not only had to deal with this, but also handle a critical 
article about her in the press. 

“It was so early on and we were struggling like everyone 
else, and there was no testing at that point. Back then, 
we didn’t have the facility to create a nursing barrier...Of 
course I understood the pressure on hospital beds but 
there were 60 other residents and 100 staff to keep safe, 
and at the time, barely any PPE or knowledge on how to 
deal with the virus.”

Claudia took the tough and courageous decision to 
say...no. The lady was sent to another care home to 
finish her isolation period. Willows decided they wanted 
a negative swab to readmit her and it was extremely 
hard to get hold of kits at the time. The situation drifted 
on for four weeks. 

The courage to say no

“You have to make a decision
regardless - and it could be

right or wrong.”

Here’s a scenario:

You finally become manager of 
a care home just as Covid-19 
starts to rampage. In April a 
lovely resident who has been 
at the home for many years 

is taken to hospital poorly. She contracts 
Covid-19 while there, at a time when no one 
quite knows what’s happening. You find the 
hospital very hard to communicate with 
and they start to insist that she be returned 
to you even though she has not completed 
her 14 days’ isolation. She is ultimately your 
responsibility. And she wants to come home.

Claudia
Ramsamy
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“As a leader (Claudia prefers this title to manager), you 
have to make a decision regardless  and it could be 
right or wrong. But in many ways there’s no such thing 
as a wrong decision  - it’s just the right decision at a 
particular time. Not everyone will agree with what you 
do but our main priority is still always to keep everyone 
safe.”

The families and the company stood by Claudia’s 
decision 100%. 

The last year has been a steep learning curve and one 
Claudia is actually grateful for. She recognises that the 
only way to have a good team is by having a good leader. 
And a good leader appreciates their team and never 
forgets to thank them, even for the smallest thing. 
 
“I used to take things to heart too much but now I feel 
like I’ve grown up - learned to listen more. Before, I used 
to be more about practicalities but now I’m more driven 
by staff and residents. I feel privileged to be doing this 
job - something I feel passionate about every single day.”

So, would you have made that same decision? 

An article appeared in a newspaper with a strongly 
critical headline implying Claudia would not take her 
back which was a neat twist of the truth because of 
course she would have, if a nursing barrier was in place. 

“Families saw the article and they wrote to the 
newspaper to disagree and proclaim the home amazing. 
And to their credit the paper published this response. 
Families felt the newspaper was too judgemental and 
that the decision made by me was not based on how we 
felt but on the fact that we had to keep everyone safe. 
And without the right equipment we were not able to 
return her immediately.”

Eventually the resident tested negative and she 
returned to her home. 

Barely a month into the job, it’s hard to imagine how 
Claudia coped with the stress of it all. She felt guilty, 
going home to look after her toddler. wondering if she 
would sleep each night. 

Debra Mehta

“The families and the company
stood by Claudia’s decision 100%.”
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While there are definitely some aspects of Advance 
Care Planning conversations that need to be held with 
a healthcare professional, what became clear was that 
there were large parts of the discussion that did not and 
in fact someone who wasn’t a healthcare professional 
could offer time and space for these important 
conversations.  

Our volunteers are well trained and supported, which is 
crucial to any volunteer service, we give them the skills 
and tools they need to have end of life conversations in 
a compassionate way. 

Upon referral, usually from the GP, the volunteer will 
arrange two or three meetings, in person or over the 
phone, where they will guide the person through a 
sensitively thought out programme of questions and 
conversations. 

Together they fill out a document (the Advance Care 
Plan) which with their permission is uploaded to the 
person’s medical record. The patient gets a copy and we 
can provide copies for sharing if they want to discuss 
and we hope they do with those they are close to. 

Advance Care Planning means something mostly to 
professionals, it doesn’t mean much to the average 
person. What’s important to most people is, actually 
what matters most to me as a person, how will my family 
feel about this, who do I want to speak for me when I no 
longer can, what am I going to do when I can’t look after 
myself, who will help care for me. In essence our project 
is about providing people the gift of time and space 
to have conversations which we hope will give them a 
better end of life experience and help their loved ones 
feel they understood what was wanted.  

A volunteer led approach
to Advance Care Planning

“We give volunteers the skills they 
need have end of life conversations

in a compassionate way.” 

M a r i e  C u r i e  C o m p a n i o n 
volunteers are helping people 
in Somerset think about and 
discuss “what’s important to 
me” when it comes to the end 
of life as part of the recently 
launched Somerset Talk About 
Project.

Targeted to support over 4000 people in its first three 
years, the new service is an excellent example of 
partnership working by Marie Curie, Somerset NHS 
Foundation Trust, Yeovil District Hospital and Somerset 
CCG. 

J u l i a  B ea r n e,  C o m m u n i ty  E n ga ge m e n t  a n d 
Development Manager for Marie Curie in Wales and 
Southern England explains how the project came about 
and why volunteers are key to their success. 

As an organisation we had a very strong relationship 
with Somerset NHS Foundation Trust because we 
were delivering the Marie Curie Companion Service at 
Musgrove Park Hospital in Taunton, where our volunteer 
Companions would support people in hospital at the 
very end of life. 

It was this work that led us to think about how people’s 
wishes at the end were communicated to health care 
professionals and their friends and families. We began to 
discuss how we could support people to have Advance 
Care Planning conversations so that we knew they were  
being cared for in the way that they would choose and 
to know what was important to them and their families.   

We knew that often people were given a planning ahead 
booklet when they were in hospital – and we also knew 
that those booklets were quite often never seen again. 
So how could we do it in a more human way? 

Having Companions in the hospital had shown us the 
substantial benefits – to both staff and patients – of 
having someone who was ‘time-wealthy’ with the skills 
and training to give extra support. 

We knew there was a gap in how people were offered 
the opportunities to think about what they wanted at 
the end of life, and we could see that had become an 
often over medicalised conversation.

Julia 
Bearne

Marie Curie has a wealth of information and 
resources available for professionals looking to 
facilitate Advance Care Planning or end of life 
discussions in any setting. 

Please visit Marie Curie’s palliative care knowledge 
zone www.mariecurie.org.uk/professionals 
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Scott Watkin
Head of Engagement
SeeAbility



I must say though, that I consider myself one of the lucky 
ones. My personal experience was made more bearable 
because of the tremendous support I received from 
colleagues at SeeAbility, HEE and Learning Disability 
England. Like many others, I was able to continue 
working virtually and they helped me to stay focused 
so that I could I also support my own team. My being 
at work also had a positive effect on my family - as a key 
worker my daughter was able to attend school and this 
has helped both her and my wife.

So, how can the views of people with lived experience 
be used to shape services going forward into the post 
covid era?

SeeAbility’s Chief Executive Lisa Hopkins, recently made 
the point that social care urgently needs a ‘Marcus 
Rashford moment’ or a ‘Me Too’ movement too - so that 
people can bring their own lived experiences into the 
public eye and thereby influence policy and system-
wide change for a better social care future.

In my role as Head of Engagement at SeeAbility, I lead 
a team of Associates, people with lived experience 
of learning disabilities who are committed to making 
life better for others with learning disabilities, autism 
and sight loss. They are passionate about making 
society more inclusive and are learning new skills in 
campaigning, public speaking and leadership so they 
can help change society for the better. As Emily, a former 
Associate, who now has a paid role as SeeAbility’s first 
influencer says: “We don’t want to be spoken for, we 
have our own voice and want to be heard.”

One of Emily’s first significant pieces of work is to lead 
the process for SeeAbility feeding into the Government’s 
consultation on the national strategy for disabled 
people. This and further projects in the coming months 
are giving Emily the opportunity to raise people’s voices 
who otherwise might not be heard.

Emily’s Influencer role and the passion of our Associates 
team is co-production at its best. We all have things to 
share which we hope will make life better for others with 
learning disabilities, autism and sight loss and we’re 
keen to let MPs know how they can support SeeAbility’s 
work too. Creating a more inclusive society is what 
drives me. 

www.seeability.org.uk
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For many years now I’ve been campaigning 
for the learning disability community to have 
a voice and be heard by the people who make 
decisions that affect them. As someone with 
lived experience who has defied the odds to 
marry, have a family and a career, I’m highly 
conscious that I’m the exception to the rule.

 

Societal attitudes are such that the majority of people 
like me are simply not encouraged – and therefore not 
supported - to live ambitious lives. So what keeps me 
awake at night is my determination to change societal 
attitudes towards people with learning disabilities. 

Late last year, a Public Health England report identified 
that people with learning disabilities died of COVID19 
at more than 6 times the rate of the general population 
during the first wave of the pandemic. The report also 
found there was even greater mortality rates among 
younger adults, with people with learning disabilities 
aged between 18 and 34 being 30 times more likely to 
die with the virus than their counterparts in the general 
population. 

I find these facts hard to come to terms with – but 
alongside the harsh reality of how people with learning 
disabilities were physically effected by the pandemic 
I’m equally astonished at how little thought was given 
to what I call ‘the simple stuff’ - accessible information 
for example. 

It was incredibly difficult to understand some of the 
rules and restrictions (which changed rapidly), as 
there was little if any accessible information available. 
In the period from mid-September to the beginning of 
November 2020, coronavirus regulations in England 
were changed six times, yet the Government rarely 
published easy read or simplified versions of their 
coronavirus guidance. This means one of the most 
vulnerable groups in society, at the highest risk of death 
from COVID-19, could not access information about 
how to stay safe, or about what they could and could 
not do. I find this incredibly worrying. 

Scott Watkin
Head of Engagement, SeeAbility

C H A T

WHAT KEEPS ME                AWAKE AT NIGHT

“How can the views of people
with lived experience be used

to shape services?”

 “I am determined to change
societal attitudes towards people 

with learning disabilities.”
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Throughout the year we profile a care 
professional who has come into the 
sector after a career change and who 
demonstrates that it really is never too 
late to care!  This month we meet Ian 
Wakeling, from Essex Cares, who was 
inspired during the pandemic to go from 
driving a taxi to a career in care.

Ian continued: “This job has really opened my eyes 
and given me a revived sense of purpose – whether I’m 
helping someone with their personal care or simply 
sharing a cup of tea, it’s so rewarding to know that I’m 
there when they need me to offer a vital shoulder to lean 
on. You often go into social care to change someone’s 
life, but it’s ended up changing my life for the better. 
Even a five-minute chat can make a big difference to 
those more isolated”. 

Essex County Council is currently looking for more 
people like Ian to take up vital roles across Essex in 
adult social care. 

There is a wealth of diverse roles on offer, all designed to 
provide personal and practical support to help people 
live independently; from adults with disabilities, to older 
people or those with mental or physical conditions.   
 
Workers can be based in the community, 
in care homes, hospitals or people’s homes 
with tasks ranging from supporting people 
to participate in social activities in the 
community, to helping with personal care, 
such as getting dressed or cooking meals.  

Director of Adult Social Care, Nick 
Presmeg, said: “To start your career in 
adult social care, all you need is the 
right qualities, rather than specific 
qualifications. With on-the-job training 
and ongoing support, starting a career in care has 
never been easier.” Ian added: “Working in adult social 
care is not just an emotionally rewarding role, it’s one of 
the most in-demand and varied roles too. Working with 
a range of people with different care needs means that 
no day is the same. It can also provide great ongoing 
career progression and job security, which has become 
particularly important to many people during the 
pandemic. Make a difference to people’s lives, including 
your own, and apply today”. 

The number of adult social care jobs is predicted to 
increase by 36% (580,000 jobs) to around 2.20 million 
jobs by 2035.  

IT”S NEVER TOO LATE TO CARE

  From Cabbie to Care

The Covid-19 outbreak gave 
long-time cabbie Ian the final 
push he needed to embark 
on a new career in adult 
social care and he has never 
looked back. 

After spending 30 years 
driving a taxi in London, Ian 
Wakeling from Harlow, had fallen out of love with his 
job because it was becoming increasingly difficult to 
operate amidst roadworks, lane closures, and detours. 
When Covid-19 shut down the city, Ian decided that 
this was the sign he needed to take the plunge and 
investigate a career as an adult social carer. 

Having initially ruled it out, assuming that he’d need to 
have qualifications to even be considered for a role, he 
started to investigate further when the pandemic made 
his cabbie role unviable.
  
On discovering that no prior experience or qualifications 
were needed because comprehensive training is 
provided, Ian applied and now has a full-time role as a 
Community Care Assistant at Essex Cares Limited. 

Ian enjoys it so much that he is actively encouraging 
others to also consider a career in adult social care. 

Ian, said: “I think there are probably a lot of fantastic 
candidates for care out there who might be put off 

by a lack of experience. It certainly 
prevented me from 

applying sooner, but 
they shouldn’t let 
that stop them. I 
had been a London 

cabbie all my life 
but I found out 
that many of 
my skills were 
transferable”. 

If you are considering changing careers, like Ian, or 
want to explore a new career in social care then visit 
the Every Day is Different website: https://www.
everydayisdifferent.com You’ll be able to access all 
the latest care job listings close to where you live.
 

“This job has really opened
my eyes and given me a revived

sense of purpose.”

Ian Wakeling



Having the confidence to
ask for good care packages 

Contrast this to the less responsive and inflexible 
arrangements, which are the norm for most agencies 
and CCGs.  

Jennifer asked for a COVID contingency care plan. The 
initial response was an abrupt ‘no’ as nothing could be 
done outside the hours of 9-5 Monday to Friday. She is 
put to bed at 8pm when the agency care shift ends. 

“Staff are often too busy to take a person-centred 
approach unless  additional staff with the right skills 
and knowledge are hired.”

Thankfully Jennifer’s GP does take a co-productive 
approach, he learns from her and regularly contacts the 
Spinal Centre.

Jennifer thinks there is so much that could be improved 
within the sector.  “I wish staff  could show more warmth, 
see me as a whole person, be more proactive and 
flexible, and, crucially, for people to have the confidence 
to ask for good care packages, like I did.”  

How has Making it Real helped?
TLAP’s Making it Real approach for people who use 
health, care and housing services includes I statements 
that reflect what good person-centred care look likes, 
and We statements for the workforce that align with 
these principles.
 
For Jennifer, these statements were relevant:

I have care and support that is coordinated and 
everyone works well together and with me – Flexible 
and integrated care and support theme.

We don’t make assumptions about what people can or 
cannot do and don’t limit or restrict people’s options – 
Workforce theme.

If you do one thing whilst your kettle boils for a cup of 
tea, please make the time to look up Making it Real. No 
one should be left feeling helpless or hopeless on their 
care pathway. 

Sara Zmertych
Communications Manager at Think Local Act Personal (TLAP)
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Imagine this. You wake up 
one morning and find that 
you are paralysed from the 
waist down. You spend six 
months in hospital followed 
by six weeks with reablement 
care, return home and before 
the kettle has boiled for 
your homecoming cup of 
tea, realise that no one has 
actually explained to you 
what happens next.

This is what happened to Jennifer Pearl nine years ago. 
The terrifying realisation lingered that the family might 
need to spend their life savings on her care. So, what was 
she to do? What would any of us do? Jennifer phoned 
friends and family, who unanimously encouraged her to 
contact what is affectionately referred to as the ‘Filipino 
network’. Carers, who could be quickly and reliably hired, 
through word of mouth and for cash in hand.

Fast forward to 2020 when I meet Jennifer for the first 
time. She is a knowledgeable and engaging woman; 
works for the Care Quality Commission as an ‘expert 
by experience’, gives speeches at conferences and 
has Zoom calls with government departments. Later, 
I discover she can abseil, fly microlights, zip wire and 
drive racing cars.

What is Jennifer’s story? 
“Once I felt more confident I got in touch with a local 
care agency. They’re a bit hit and miss but eventually 
I found a good one. I was referred to my local  Clinical 
Commissioning Group (CCG) who put me on an allocated 
Personal Health Budget. After a Google search, I found 
out about the Spinal Injuries Association.  They’re 
brilliant.  As are the Backup Trust. Both employ staff 
with spinal injuries. The Backup Trust helped me acquire 
wheelchair skills and opened my eyes to many areas of 
my care that were lacking.”

The Spinal Injuries Association offer an advocacy 
service, peer support, an online toolkit on Personal 
Health Budgets, case law guidance, proforma templates, 
for example care and support plans. Recently they hired 
a specialist nurse who can be contacted when needed. 

C H A T

Making it Real is an approach established by 
Think Local Act Personal. It can help organisations 
get better at personalisation by setting out what 
good care and support looks like from the dual 
perspectives of people who access services and 
people who work in them.

https://www.thinklocalactpersonal.org.uk

Jennifer Pearl has nine years’ experience 
of health and care services. With her 
knowledge of Making it Real she knows 
what to expect from a person-centred 
approach. 

Jennifer Pearl





A national conversation for
the social care workforce

Care workers form strong bonds with service users and 
when someone dies there is a sense of loss, but without 
time to grieve this can also have a detrimental impact 
on mental health.

#GoodToTalk aims to support care staff with their 
mental health during and following on from Covid.

We want to create a National Conversation amongst 
care staff, encouraging peer to peer support and 
allowing the healing process from covid. 

Care workers are, by definition, Caring. We already know 
that teams support one another on a daily basis both 
at work and outside.  We also know that a culture of 
caring for carers exists with care providers and we have 
seen some fantastic examples of how care providers are 
supporting staff with good mental health.

Through regular features in Care Talk we want to 
encourage the importance of peer to peer support and 
having a national conversation. 

Please do send us your positive experiences of 
promoting wellbeing at work to editorial@caretalk.
co.uk and share your positive experiences on social 
media through #GoodToTalk.
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The benefits of peer to peer support have 
been widely documented.  Evidence shows 
by speaking out and being supported by 
colleagues can have a dramatic impact on 
mental health wellbeing -  and that’s why Care 
Talk have launched #GoodToTalk

There is no doubt that the challenges of the pandemic 
have taken its toll on frontline care staff.  Social care 
professionals up and down the country have worked 
tirelessly in incredibly challenging conditions, putting 
the needs of the people they are supporting above 
their own.  We have seen many examples of bravery and 
resilience, with some care workers leaving their families 
to move into the care home where they work to keep 
residents safe.  

These challenges, together with lack of PPE and staff 
shortages due to self-isolation, have all had an impact 
on wellbeing. 

C H A T

“No time to grieve can have a
detrimental impact on 

mental health.”

“We want to encourage peer to 
peer support to allow the healing

process from covid.” 
“COVID-19 has had a huge 
impact on us all and not least 
the care workforce who have 
worked tirelessly in often difficult 
circumstances to deliver high 
quality care and support to 
people in our society. The Care 

Provider Alliance welcomes the Good to Talk 
campaign as an important vehicle to encourage 
peer to peer support and open conversations 
within the care workforce. This should provide an 
opportunity for staff to share their experiences 
to allow the healing process from COVID to take 
place.”

Kathy Roberts
Chair of the Care Provider Alliance
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According to Care England, the major deficit of the Health and Social Care White Paper is that it fails to 
consider the financial sustainability of adult social care.  To what extent does the White Paper deliver the 
necessary long-term plans to boost the social care workforce and truly integrate health and social care?  

We are asking a group of key stakeholders from across the sector:
How can we achieve long awaited reform for social care and once and for all #GetSocialCareDone?

ASK THE EXPERTS

Achieving long awaited reform for social care
#GetSocialCareDone

“The pandemic has simultaneously laid bare the fragility of the social care sector whilst highlighting the 
extraordinary contribution of staff- political, professional and public awareness of social care services has rarely 
been higher.  Will this lead to much needed reform of the system?  This is going to be a game of two halves. The 
White Paper contains much that is to be welcomed: integration; direct payments to providers; oversight of LA 
performance with more substantial reform promised later in the year. Funding reform will be essential but so 
too is workforce reform which values, recognises and rewards staff.  There are 3 essential developments.  Firstly, 
investment in education and training. Secondly, a register of social care staff with entry based on education and 
training and thirdly, improved pay reflecting the complexity of the job. Invest in the staff and they will deliver the 
quality people should have a right to expect.”

Sir David Behan CBE
Chair
Health Education England

“Funding reform will be
essential but so too is

workforce reform.”

“In describing the white paper as a “health and care” document, the government raised expectations, only to 
dash them immediately. Integration and Innovation is an NHS document, with social care a mere add-on. The 
paper contains nothing on improved funding and meaningful reform – what care recipients, their families and 
staff desperately want and need. A national care service, that’s well-funded and focussed on providing world-class 
support is required urgently, not the fragmented, broken system left so badly exposed during the pandemic. The 
only solution is to deliver additional resources and change to replicate the best elements of the NHS – national 
standards, a proper structure, better pay for care workers and more partnership working with staff and their unions.  
 These are historic times. Social care needs unprecedented investment and reform. Let’s make its complete 
transformation be one of the few positives to emerge from this terrible pandemic.“

“The government raised
expectations, only to dash

them immediately.”
Gavin Edwards
Senior National Officer
UNISON
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“The white paper recognises the pressures facing social care and makes clear the Government’s commitment to 
reform, but the absence of a long-term, fully funded plan has the potential to destabilise other proposed health 
and care reforms. A clear timeline is urgently needed from government on when concrete proposals will be brought 
forward. We are keen to work with everyone concerned on a cross-party basis, to ensure the millions of people of 
all ages across the country who draw on social care are able to access the support they need to help them live the 
life they want to lead. Social care has been on the frontline throughout the pandemic, and has done so with about 
112,000 staff vacancies on any given day. There should be parity of esteem with the NHS and a new deal for the care 
workforce, comprising action on pay, training and development, career progression and professionalisation, and 
recognition.”

Cllr David Fothergill
Chairman
Local Government Association’s 
Community Wellbeing Board

“There should be parity of
esteem with the NHS.”

“The Health and Social Care White Paper may deliver some minor improvements for social care, but it simply doesn’t 
address the most pressing issues which are that social care is chronically underfunded, support is denied to only 
those with the severest needs, and unpaid and paid carers do not get the support and recognition they need for 
the valuable work they do. What is needed now are concrete proposals for full social care reform, including details 
of long-term funding. Older people, disabled people and unpaid carers have been badly let down by care for years 
and were especially during Covid. A recent CSA survey of 4,000 people found a quarter of those who need help said 
their health had deteriorated because of a lack of social care. This Government has promised to fix social care for 
the next generation – we must hear how they will do this as soon as possible”.

*The Care and Support Alliance represents over 70 leading charities campaigning for a properly funded care system in England. 

“Support is denied to only those
with the severest needs.”

Jackie O’Sullivan
Co-Chair
Care and Support Alliance*
Director of Communications, 
Advocacy and Activism
Mencap

“Effective integration is reliant upon sufficient funding for all parts of the health and care system. National audit 
office has already identified that many authorities are setting budgets for 2021-22 in which they have limited 
confidence in in respect of budgets and reserves, all impacting social care. The government has been promising 
to bring forward proposals and reforms on social care for a number of years. These haven’t transpired given the 
current state of the social care system and impact on individuals. Nursing workforce in social care has significantly 
declined in the last decade. Skills for care before the pandemic indicated approx. 33k of care home nursing vacancies. 
Most of these vacancies by virtue are as a result of a number of factors. Pay terms and conditions for care home 
organisations being unable to compete with NHS counterpart, need for better investment for social care to ensure 
safe and effective care, overall workforce strategy needs to be fully costed to include staffing levels, skills mix and 
professional education. The independent care home sector 
needs to be more heavily involved with strategic decision 
making at local and national level it is apparent through 
COVID-19 that we need more inclusivity and collaboration.”

Clinton Taylor
Clinical Director
Maria Mallaband

“The independent care home
sector needs to be more heavily 

involved with strategic
decision making.”

Find out more about The Care Talk Live & SCIE  
Conference, From New Normal to New Future, 
10 November, QEII, London.  #GetSocialCareDone
www.caretalk.co.uk/conf
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Each month we feature an inspirational 
individual or team who have overcome 
barriers to make a real difference in their 
communities. This month we feature Dan 
Watkins who’s innovative approach to 
speaking out for people with disabilities 
during the pandemic landed him a place 
on the Dimensions Coronavirus Learning 
Disability and Autism Leaders’ List.

Dan spoke to BBC Radio Shropshire to help listeners 
understand what lockdown and wearing masks has 
been like for people with autism. In Dan’s case, the 
texture of the mask provokes a flight reaction meaning 
he cannot, for example, wear one in a shop. He gave 
a brilliant interview and carefully explained why 
businesses should be aware of hidden disabilities and 
make their businesses as accessible as possible for all 
people to enjoy. Dan told us:

“I enjoyed explaining the difficulties of wearing masks 
to the BBC. I hope it changed a few people’s opinions. I 
hope to be able to use my Leaders List award to make a 
difference to more people in the future.”

Dan feels a sense of pride and satisfaction in helping 
others and also making his own future plans. He’s very 
happy to sit in the background and let other people 
shine or coach less confident people to do the same.
He seeks feedback on his own performance with 
humility and is really respectful about the different ways 
that people contribute.

People always feel included with Dan.

PEOPLE POWER

Speaking up and  
helping people shine

Introducing… 
Dan Watkins

Within a few short months 
of being supported by 
Dimensions, Daniel was 
being employed by them too!

Age just 19, Dan has a 
particular flair for identifying 
good candidates for both 
junior and senior positions 
across Dimensions; he is 
kind, clear and fair and even 
unsuccessful candidates 
have commented on Dan’s 
contribution. Interviewing 

over Teams has been a new process but Dan has 
embraced this with enthusiasm.

Dan has produced a newsletter to help those around 
him benefit from his personal insight into topics such 
as bullying. He’s hosted online discussion groups with 
other people supported by Dimensions and on the day 
of the launch of the 2020 Leaders List, Dan launched his 
own website: www.dwatkins.co.uk. Check it out!

He also sits on the local Healthwatch in order to 
champion the rights of people, like himself, who are 
autistic. Dan says: “I believe it is essential for health and 
social care providers to listen to the people they care for 
and support. Because that sadly doesn’t always happen 
by itself, it is important for people like me to speak up 
with and for vulnerable people all across the UK.”

Dan has faced many personal challenges throughout 
the coronavirus period but he always carries himself 
with grace and quiet dignity and he always has an open 
ear for anyone else who may be struggling. He has used 
this experience to research mental health and to create 
blogs and resources to speak for people with disabilities 
and to encourage them to ‘speak up.’

The Coronavirus Learning Disability and Autism 
Leaders’ List is produced by Dimensions in 
partnership with Learning Disability England 
and VODG. It is an adapted version of the annual 
Learning Disability and Autism Leaders’ List. 
dimensions-uk.org/covidleaderslist 
Follow @DimensionsUK and #CovidLeadersList 
to stay up to date.

Dan Watkins

“Dan sits on the local
Healthwatch in order to

champion the rights of people.”



*DATES AND VENUES
SUBJECT TO CHANGE

C E L E B R A T I N G  E X C E L L E N C E  I N  S O C I A L  C A R E

THE 2021 REGIONALS

A CARNIVAL OF EXCELLENCEA CARNIVAL OF EXCELLENCE

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

6TH NOVEMBER 2021

South East
HILTON HOTEL, BRIGHTON

13TH NOVEMBER 2021

North West
KIMPTON HOTEL, MANCHESTER

25TH NOVEMBER 2021

East Midlands
EMCC, NOTTINGHAM

TBC 2021

Scotland
VENUE TBC

5TH NOVEMBER 2021

South West
ASHTON GATE STADIUM, BRISTOL

12TH NOVEMBER 2021

Yorkshire & Humberside
NATIONAL RAILWAY MUSEUM, YORK

24TH NOVEMBER 2021

North East
THE GRAND HOTEL, GOSFORTH, NEWCASTLE

TBC 2021

Wales
VENUE TBC

11TH NOVEMBER 2021

East of England
EAST OF ENGLAND ARENA, PETERBOROUGH

19TH NOVEMBER 2021

London
HILTON HOTEL BANKSIDE, LONDON

3RD DECEMBER 2021

West Midlands
ICC, BIRMINGHAM

TBC 2021

Northern Ireland
VENUE TBC

www.care-awards.co.uk

2021 FINALS - MARCH 2022 TBC

NOMINATE N
O

W
!
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O
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ATE N O W

!

www.

care-awards.

co.uk/
nominate
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C A R E  T A L K  O N  T H E  R O A D

Care Talk has a packed agenda of conferences and seminars ahead. 
We are proud to be media partners and supporters for some 

fantastic events listed below.

Coming up...
GBCA Regionals 2020 (rescheduled)
Friday 2nd July – West Midlands at the ICC in Birmingham City Centre

Thursday 8th July – Kimpton Clock Tower Hotel Manchester

Friday 9th July – North East at the Grand Hotel in Gosforth

Saturday 10th July - York & Humberside at the Railway Museum in York

Tuesday 13th July – East Midlands at the East Midlands Conference Centre

Thursday 15th July – East of England at the East of England Arena

Friday 16th July – London at the Hilton Hotel Bankside

Thursday 22nd July – South West at Ashton Gate Stadium in Bristol

Friday 23rd July – South East at the Hilton Hotel in Brighton

CYP National Finals 2020 (rescheduled)
Saturday 3rd July - The ICC, Birmingham

GBCA National Finals 2021 
25th September - The ICC, Birmingham

Children & Young People Conference
21st & 22nd October - The ICC, Birmingham    

Children & Young People Awards 2021
22nd October - The ICC, Birmingham

Social Care Top 30 
27th October - Hilton Bankside, London

incorporating: The Social Care Leadership Awards and The Premier Supplier Awards 

Learning Disabilities & Autism Conference 
29th October - The ICC, Birmingham 

Learning Disabilities & Autism Awards 2021
14th October – LD&A Wales, Cardiff

19th October  – LD&A Northern Ireland, Hilton Hotel, Belfast

29th October – England & Scotland, The ICC, Birmingham 

GBCA Regionals 2021
Friday 5th November – South West at Ashton Gate Stadium in Bristol

Saturday 6th November – South East at the Hilton Hotel in Brighton 

Thursday 11th November – East of England at the East of England Arena

Friday 12th November – York and Humberside at the Railway Museum in York

Saturday 13th November– North West at the Kimpton Hotel Manchester

Friday 19th November – London at the Hilton Hotel Bankside

Wednesday 24th November – North East at the Grand Hotel in Gosforth

Thursday 25th November – East Midlands at the East Midlands Conference Centre 

Friday 3rd December – West Midlands at the ICC in Birmingham City Centre

Care Talk Conference: From New Normal to New Future 
10th November, QEII, London

*please note: some dates/venues subject to change.
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A ‘Positive Disruptor’ is driving
transformation in care

B U S I N E S S  B A N T E R

That said, 81% of them readily admitted they are not 
using it to its full potential.

“Tens of thousands more people in the UK alone are 
going to be needing some element of care over the next 
30 years, far more than current and even future care 
businesses can cope with,” she said. “This is why we have 
to be open to new ideas, including paid neighbourhood 
care, social housing, intergenerational living, social 
prescribing, and community-led projects with people 
rather than profits at the crux of the decision-making 
process.”

Sue added: “The future-proof virtual webinars and 
workshops we’ve held in past months have raised these 
points, and businesses have embraced the need for 
change. Now they must turn that into action.”

Because of this need, Thoughts Become Things is 
partnering with a digital transformation consultancy, 
providing an end-to-end solution for clients.

“New ways of thinking and doing are not a threat to 
the industry, they are enablers that will provide the 
client with a person-centred service tailored to their 
needs, not a one size fits all operation that is completely 
outdated,” said Sue.

“Of the 10,500 organisations delivering care in people’s 
homes in the UK, very few of those are really looking at 
innovation and investing in technology.

“The outcomes and ideas we are providing have been 
well-received and it’s time others were as forward-
thinking and took a long-hard look at where they see 
their businesses in the years ahead.

“However it’s done, we have to deliver better outcomes 
and it has to be person-centred – there is no other way 
forward for the care sector if it is to meet the challenges 
ahead.”

Celebrating three years in business, Thoughts 
Become Things director Sue Jones, from 
Penrhyn Bay near Llandudno, has made huge 
strides in changing perceptions and raising 
standards during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Working alongside some of the UK’s leading care 
organisations she says there has been a sea change in 
how operators think, a move toward online technology 
and acceptance things must evolve to ensure care 
delivery is fit for purpose in the future.

Ideas including GPS trackers and sensors, wellbeing 
apps, and robotics to support rehabilitation are 
among those that will have to be introduced by private 
domiciliary care providers if they are to grow in an 
ethical and sustainable way, said Sue.

She added: “The nature of Thoughts Become Things is 
in thinking differently and turning ideas into reality, and 
over the last three years I’ve been able to do that.

“As a profession we have to move forward; I have seen 
changes since the onset of the Coronavirus pandemic, 
with many looking at transitioning away from the 
tired, traditional model of transactional hourly care 
to a client fee-paying proposition. Also, changing the 
old-style language and terminology such as ‘time and 
task’, ‘home help’, ‘personal care’ and ‘companionship’ 
to something that people want and need - ‘wellbeing’, 
‘nutritional support’ and ‘tailored care’ - is essential.

“That said, we need to go a lot further than this if care 
services are going to be able to cope with demand in the 
future. If the last year has taught us anything it’s that 
there are huge opportunities out there to improve and 
do better.”

With more people living longer, Sue says this must be 
a watershed moment with a clear movement towards 
advances in assistive technology. These views are 
reinforced in a 2019 report by national charity HFT, 
which revealed 76% of homecare providers agree use of 
technology leads to improved outcomes for the people 
they support.

Sue Jones
Director
Thoughts Become Things

“76% of homecare providers
agree use of technology

improves outcomes.”

For more information, visit 
www.thoughtsbthings.co.uk

Watch the online seminars and events with Thoughts 
Become Things on YouTube: https://www.youtube.
com/channel/UCp7ebTtH9B8DtsHvm59BEoQ/
featured?disable_polymer=1
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Breaching the Duty of Candour
The CQC’s first prosecution of an independent provider

All health and social care providers and 
managers have a statutory duty of candour 
in accordance with Regulation 20 of the 
Health and Social Care Act 2008 (Regulated 
Activities) Regulations 2014. This is a duty 
to act in an open and transparent way with 
people they are providing care or treatment 
to. 

It requires health and social care providers and 
managers, who are registered with the Care Quality 
Commission (CQC), to take a number of steps ‘as soon 
as reasonably practicable’ where a ‘notifiable safety 
incident’ has occurred. 

A ‘notifiable safety incident’ is defined as an ‘unintended 
or unexpected incident’ that occurred during the 
provision of an activity regulated by the CQC, and in the 
reasonable opinion of a healthcare professional, could 
or already has resulted in death, or severe or moderate 
harm to the person receiving care. This latter part of the 
definition varies depending on the type of registered 
provider. 

The duty of candour requires a registered provider 
to notify the relevant person that the incident has 
occurred in person, and subsequently follow this up 
in writing. The notification should include all of the 
facts about the incident that are known at the time of 
the notification, as well as any further enquiries that 
are being made and an apology. A written record must 
also be made of this notification. In the event that the 
person cannot be contacted or refuses to speak to the 
registered provider, a written record of any attempts to 
contact the person must be kept.

The first reported prosecution by the CQC for a breach 
of the duty of candour, contrary to Regulation 20, was 
in September 2020 against an NHS Trust. Prior to this, 
the CQC had only taken action to issue Fixed Penalty 
Notices for these breaches. However, it was recently 
reported that the CQC prosecuted an independent 
hospital for this offence, which was reportedly the first 
of its kind against an independent provider.

It is reported that the independent hospital was fined 
£5,000 at Leeds Magistrates Court on 29 April 201, plus 
a victim surcharge of £120 and was ordered to pay the 
CQC’s costs of £14,984.36. This was a total to pay of 
£20,104.36.

Laura Hannah
Partner
Stephensons Solicitors LLP

“The maximum fine that can
be imposed for this offence is

£2,500 per breach.”

B U S I N E S S  B A N T E R

The Legal Bit

In a press release published by the CQC on 30 April 2021, 
it is confirmed that the CQC brought the prosecution 
after it emerged that the provider failed to share details 
in a timely manner of what happened to four patients 
who were being treated by an upper limb orthopaedic 
consultant who worked at the hospital, in line with their 
duty of candour responsibilities.

The CQC’s Head of Hospital Inspection, Sarah 
Dronsfield, commented in the press release as follows:

“All care providers have a duty to be open and 
transparent with patients and their loved ones, 
particularly when something goes wrong, and this case 
sends a clear message that we will not hesitate to take 
action when that does not happen.
[…]
“This is the first time that CQC has prosecuted an 
independent healthcare provider for failure to comply 
with the regulation concerning duty of candour, and we 
welcome the outcome of today’s hearing.”

One of the most common downfalls of registered 
providers who fall foul of this duty is the delay in 
notifying a person of a notifiable safety incident, or 
failing to include all relevant facts in the notification. 

It is a defence for a registered provider to prove that they 
took all reasonable steps and exercised all due diligence 
to prevent the breach. It is therefore advisable that 
detailed records of any attempts to contact the relevant 
person, or their refusal to speak with the registered 
provider, are kept and that all of the facts of the incident 
are notified in full, both in person and in writing.

The maximum fine that can be imposed in a prosecution 
for this offence is £2,500 per breach, and although this 
is small, a prosecution of this nature can arguably cause 
more reputational damage to a health and social care 
provider. It is therefore important that health and social 
care providers ensure strict compliance with their 
statutory duty under Regulation 20 and that prompt 
action is taken to remediate any breaches as quickly as 
possible in order to mitigate the risk of any prosecution.




